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APPROWEO IYI 
INTRODUCTION 
IN WRITINQ ON THE IUIJICT, "THI DOCTRINE or THI 
HUMANITY o, CHRIST ACCOIDING TO THI EPIITLE TO TKI HEB-
REWS", TWO METHODS o, 'ROCIDURI SEEM POSS11Lle ONE WOULD 
BE TO WORK THROUQH THE ENTIRE EP18TLC1 PIClllQ OUT AL~ 
THE PA8SAQE8 HAYING A IEARINC ON THI DOOTAINI o, THI NU-
UANITY OF CHRIST, ANO THEN TREATINQ ALL THEIi PASSAGES 
EXEQETIOALLY IN THE ORDER IN WHICH THIY APPEAR IN THE 
EPISTLEe THE OTHEI METHOD WOULD BE TO TAKE A STANDARD 
OOQMATICAL OUTLINE OF TH£ DOCTRINE o, THE HUMANITY OF 
CHRIST, AND THEN CULL OUT INDIVIDUAL PASSAGES FROU THE 
EPISTLE TO SUPPORT THE VARIOUS PARTS o, THIS PRE-DETEI-
UINED OUTLINEe 
BOTH METHODS HAVE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTACESe ONE 
OF THE AOVANTAGES GP' THI P'IRIT II THAT IVERYTHINQ RELATINI 
TO THE DOCTRINE OF THE HUMANITY o, CHRIST WOULD Bl DIICUS-
SEDe HOWEVER, THIS METHOD WOULD NOT TEND TO QIVE A CLEAR-
CUT PICTURE OF THE DOCTRINE ITSELF• THERE WOULD BE 80 
MUCH BIIPPINQ ABOUT FROM ONE P~INT TO ANOTHER T~AT IN THE 
END A RATHER YNCOORD1NAT£D VIEW o, THI DOCTRINE WOULD IE 
OBTAINED• THE REASON ,oR THIS IS 08VIOUl 1 o, COURIEe 
WHEN THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS- WAS WRITTEN THI AUTHOR HAO 
NO INTENTIO~ OF WRITING A OOGUATIOAL TREATISE ON THE HUMA-
NITY OF CHRIST. HE MAKEi UANY IMPORTANT STATEMENTS IN IE-
~ARO TO THIS DOCTRINE, 8UT ALL OF THESE STATEMENTS WERE 
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MADE IN THE PROCEii o, u1,0LDINQ THE PLAN o, NII EPIIT~le 
THIRl,ORle IT NATURALLY ,oLLOW8 THAT THE A881RTIOII HE 
MADE IN REGARD TO CHRIST'S NUMAN NATURE WI LL NOT NIOII-
.ARILV OOUE lff A 8V8TEMATIO 8E~UENO£, ANO 1r THIV ARE Ll,-
TEO OUT OF . THE BODY or THE EPISTLE IN THE ORDER IN WHICH 
THEY COME, THEY CANNOT PRESENT A SYSTEMATIC PICTURE o, THI 
OOOTRINI OF THE HUMANITY OF CHRIST. 
THE OTHER METHOD (ARRANGI NQ THE VARIOUS PASSAGES 
BEARING ON THE DOCTRINE OF CHRIST'S HUMANITY ACCORDING TO 
A PRE-DETERMINED OUTLINE) ALSO HAS DISADVANTAGES. FOR ONE 
THI fdG 1 IT ¥/I LL 8 RI NG TOGETHER PASSAGES TH AT ARE, PERHAPS, 
SEPARATED BY SEVERAL CHAPTERS IN THE EPISTLE ITSELF, AND 
WILL THUS TEND TO COVER UP THE WONDERFUL PLAN OF THE 
EPISTLE• BUT THIS METHOD ALSO HAS . A DISTINCT ADVANTAGEe 
IT WI LL Q IVE A CLEAR-CUT PICTURE OF THE DOCTRINE OF 
CHRIST'S HUUAN I TY AND AT THE SAME Tl UE WI LL SHOW NOVI COU-
PLET ELY THIS DOCTRINE IS PRESENTED IN THE EPISTLE TO THE 
HEBREWle 
TO US TH IS 8EOO NO UETHO D SEEMED TNE BEST O NI TO UI I 
IN WRITING ON THE SUBilEOT, "THE DOCTRINE OF THE HUIUNITY 
o, CHRIST ACCORDING TO THE EPISTLE TO THE HEIREWI", AND 
80 \YE HAVE roL&.OVIED IT IN PREPARING TNIS THESIS. 
IT UUST BE STATED HERE THAT IN THE PREPARATION or THII 
TM!811 NOT ALL OF THE PASSAGES THAT HAVE A CONNECTION WITH THE 
DOCTRINE OF CHRIST 1 S HUMANITY WAVE BEEN TREATE~ THE REA-
SON \¥HY TH IS WAS DONE IS 'T'HAT THE PURPOSE OF TH IS THESI 8 
IS TO ,SHOW MERELY HOW .OOMPLE.TE,LV THE DQOTRtNE UNDER CON-
SIDERATION HAS BEEN SET FO~~H IN THE EPISTLE TO .THE HI&-
REWSe - I N CA SE S W HE R E :r H E·R E \Y E R E A N UM 8 ER OF PASS A ca S t A L L 
BRl tl GING OUT THE SAJJE POINT'• ONLY A FEW OF THEM \VERE 
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TREATED.• SINCE THIS THESIS DOES NOT CLAIM TO BE AN EXHAUS-
TIVE TREA~ISE ON.!.!:.!:, THE PASSAQES REtERRING TO CHRI &T'S 
HUMANITY, .~E FEEL THAT w• WERE ~USTIFIEO IN DOINC THlle 
AFTER A LL.• I N SH OW I NC H 0\1 C OUPt.ETEL Y THE D 00 TRINE OF THE· 
HUUAN NATURE OF CHRIST IS SET ~ORTH IN THE EPISTLE TO THI 
H£BRE¥'1St IT IS NOT NEC,ESSARY. TO COVER EVERY SI NCLE PASSAGE 
THAT TOUCHES ON THAT PARTICULAR DOCTRINE• SI ROE SOME OF ., 
THE PASSAGES ONLY REPEAT WHAT ~AS ALRE~OV BED STATED ILSE• 
W"EREe TO ILL~~TRATE: IF THERE ARE FIVE PASSAGES THAT ALL 
URI NG OUT POI NT "A" Off, THE PRE,-OETERMI NED our LI NE OF THE 
OOCTRI NE, IT IS NOT N.EOESSARY TO TREAT ALL I' I VE PASSAGES 
JUST TO SHOW THAT POI NT "A" t S COYER ED IN THE EPt ~Tl.Ee . f _F 
THIS PROCEDURE SEEMS SOMEWHAT ARBITRARY, \'JE STATE AOAIN THAT 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS THESIS IS MERELY TO SH Otl HOW COMPLETELY 
THE OO·CTRINE OF CHRIST'S HUMANITY HAS BEEN REVEALED Iii THE 
EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWSe 
THE q,UESTION OF THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE EPISTLE HAS NOT .. 
BEEN ENTERED INTO AT ALL IN THIS PAPERe IT WAS NOT CON-
st .. DERED BE.CAUSE \YE COULD NOT SEE THAT IT HAS ANY SEARi N8 011 
THE SUBJECT TREATED• FOR OUR PURPOSES IT MAKES LITTLE D 1,-
FERENOE WHO THE AUTHOR OF THE E;18TLE WAie THE BAME THINQ 
APPLIES TO THE q,UESTt ON o, THE ADDRESSEES. OF THE EPt STLEe 
4 . 
THIS ~UESTION HAS NO CONNECTION WITH THE 8U8JEOT UNDER CON-
81DtRATION (AS F'AR AS WE CAN Sitt), THERE,ORE, tT, Too, HAS 
&£EN PASSED ev. 
TEXTUAL PROBLEMS HAVE .NOT SEEN ENTERED INTO, IXOIPT 
IN A FEW C A8£S WHERE IT WAS NE OESSARV TO DO 10 I. N ICIIPI H 
WITH THE PURPOSE OF THE 'tMIIIS• IT SHOULD IE STATED THAT 
THE VARl
1
ANT READINGS ENCOUNTERED WERE USUALLY o, Ml NOR 
I MPORTAN:~-.~~ THE T.EXT USED I 8 TH AT OF NESTLE, VIUITTEUIERQ• 
ISCH~ BIBELANSTALT, t932. 
Wo
1
R KI NG WI TH THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS 1 • PREPAR I NC 
. . 
THIS THESIS HAS BROUGHT MUCH ENLIQHTENUENT, COMFORT, AND 
STRENGTH TO THE WRITER, AS IS ALWAYS THE CASE VIHEN SINFUL 
UORTA.LS STUDY THE RICHES OF Goo's ':'!ORO, AND EVEN THOUGH 
THIS PAPER VJILL, N~ DOUBT, BE BURIED IN A DUSTY CORNER OF 
A LIBRARY, \YE rlEVERTHELESS PRAY TH AT SOME DAY IT MAY HELP 
TO SHOW TO SOME OTHER CH,LO OF Goo THE QLORIE.S A'ru THE · ·1AR-
NE08S o, THE LORD JESUS, OUR GRIAT Ht CH PIii E8T. 11Fot WI 
. .. 
HAVE NOT AN HIGH PRIEST WHICH OANNOT BE TOUCHED \lll TN THE 
FEELING Of" OUR INFIRNITIEIJ BUT WAS IN ALL POIIITI TIMPTED 
LI KE A8 WE Afl E 1 VE't WI TH OUT SI N • LET US THEREFOR It COME 
BOLDLY UNTO THE THRONE OF QRACE, TNAT WE MAY OBTAIN MEltCV, 




PR OOP' TH AT CH RI ST HA 8 ·A TRUE HUMAN NATURE 
6 
CHAPTER ONEa THE EPIITL~ TO THE HE8RIW8 AIOIIIIS TO CHRIST 
HUMAN NAf.1£1• 
DOES THE E'Pt STLE TO T'HE HE9RIW8 A ICRI BE TO J1a·u1 MUMAII 
fUUIS? YES• IT DOES• 
c../ / ., - .,, < ' . > ,., / .. , ., / ., ,, 
<It"'! r .<fA V1/~f<1:J""-V10Vj 4 Ut.OS lllVt?{)W'ilOU OTL <=.TH<t'K.E-ifT1:J e,I.V'TO'I; -
("WHAT jS MAN THAT THOU ART REUEUIIRINQ HIM? OR THE SON o, 
MAN THAT THOU ART VISIT,NQ HfU?~) THE AUTHOR o, HEBREWS 
HERE Q.UOTES PSALM 8, A MESSI A,NI C PSALM• St NOE TH f.S 18 NOT 
THE .PLACE FOR A LENQTHY DISCUSSION OF THE Q.UESTION WHETHER 
THl· S ~ARTICULAR PSALM IS A MESSIANIC PSALU, \VE MERELY RE-
F~ft TO MATT, 21, l6! \VHERE CHRIST HIMSELF DECLARES ITS 
. ii, . 
MESSIANIC CHARACTER, AND T~ I CoR. 15, 272AND E•H• I, 22f 
WHERE THE HOLY GHOST• SPEAKING THROUGH 5Te PAUL, CONFIRMS 
IT• 
THAT PSALM 8 18 A .MES~IANIC PSALM IS OLE.AR ALSO l'ROM 
THE FOLLOWING WORDS• WHICH THE AUTHOR OF HEBREWS Q.UOTES IN 
, -
P<.u To u ("THOU HAST PUT AI.L, TRINQS IN SUB"ECTfOII UNDIR 
HIS FEIT".) UNDER WHOSE f't:ET WIRI ALL. THIN$8 ,uT a.N sua-
JECTI ON? CERTAINLY NOT MAN'•, FOR WOWHERE •• TNE soa,,-
le l4Te 21, 161 IN ANSWER TO THE OHIE, PRIESTS MIO 
&ORI BEi WHO OB"EOTEO TO THE OH I LOREN 81 NQI NG, 11 HOSANNA TO 
THE SON o, DAVID", J11us Q'OTES Ps. e, .2, 11 0UT o, THI 
MOUTN OF BABES AND SUCICLI NCS THOU HAST PERf'ICTED ,a At sin, 
THUS REVEALING THE MESSIANIC CHARACTER OF THE PSALMe 
2. t Colt. 15, 27a "FoR HE HATH PUT ALL TH uca a urtoEi 
HIS ,11T. BUT WHEN HE SAITH ALL THINCS ARE PUT ~NDIR Hau, 
IT IS MAN I ,a:sT TH AT HE IS EJCC EPTEO• WHICH DI D PUT Al. L 
THINGS UNDER HIU11 • 




TURES ARE WE TOLD THAT UAtJ WAt GI VEN 00111 NI ON OVER ALL 
THINQSe (C,. GEN, It 26-28) IT IS TRUE THAT THE EAR.TH 
AND ALL THINGS IN IT WERE MADE SUBJECT TO MAN, BUT WHAT 
ABOUT THE SUN, THE MOON, THE STARS, AND THE ANC:EL8? 
THESE THt~cs. TOO, ARE INCLUDED IN "ALL THINGsn, FOR T~E 
• .> ~ ' C. /~ 
AUTHOR EXPRESSLY SAYS 1.N Ve 8: £Y "T'f' Q'o<.f> UTIO T'oiJK< 
> ...... 
o<. tJ •ct) 
' / -> c' ., . - > - > ' .,-o< "Kt''/"- OVof;I/ P<.<f"11<<=V o<.01'f:' o<VU710To<. KTt?V' - . ( 11 FOR 
IN THAT HE SUBJECTED ALL THINGS UNDER HIU 1 tlE LE,T 
NOTHINC: UNSUBJECTED UNDER MIU".) (CP. I CORe 15, 27) A. 
STATEUENT LIKE THAT OANNO~ BE MADE CONIIRNINQ UANe IT IS 
TRUE ONLY 0~ JESUS• 
ONE TH I NQ IS CERTAIN: THE AUTHOR OF HEBREWS CORR!OT-
LV REGARDS Ps. a, 4-6 AS A MESSIANIC PIA~• ANO NE USES IT 
AS SUCH. THtRE,oRE, WHEN HE ~UOTES IN CHe 2 1 6 THEIi 
/ , ~, " ~/ / .> - ,, 
WORDS OF PSe 81 1« E-<Pf"l V' P<v<::7('W-.lC>S or:tf'f'V11f1'1<,tf o(U',Cc>j A-f 
WC HOLD TH AT HE 
IS THEREBY ASCRIBING HUMAN NAMES TO CHRIST• IP' JESUS II . ' 
THE "0N£" WHO FOR A TIME WAS ABASED BELOW THE ANGELS, AS 
THE AUTHOR STATES IN Ve 9, ANO IF THE "ONE" WHO FOR A TIME 
.>/ A 
\I AS AB A SE D BELOW THE A ff G ELS I S (;\ V C7 f tV Tl oS 
.. , > ,. / 
OR uu,5 II(. V f:J('W 1100 
AS Ps. ·8 CLEARLY SHOW81, THEN CERTAI NLV THE WRITER REGARDS 
.,, ,.... 
JESUS AS AN ()('/r;,eWTIOS, 
PRITZLAFF ME:tvf ORIAL LIBRARY 
CONCORDIA SEMINARY 
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CHAPTER TWO& TH£ EPIITLE TO TMI HEBREWS ASORIBEI TO JIIUI 
HUMAN FLESH AND BL00De 
a 
tN THE EARLY CHRISTIAN CMURCH THERE WERE MIN WHO DENIED 
THAT JESUS MAD A TRUE HUUAN BODY,•-• THAT HE ACTUALLY HAD 
REAL HUMAN FLESH ANO B~OGD• THESE MEN DID NOT READ THI 
EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS VERY OLOIELYe 
, ' :,/ 
IN CHe 2, 14A THE AUTHOR OP' HEBREWS 9TATIII €'11E-t 001/ 
T1~-
~"S1NOEt THEN, THE CHIL-
DREN ARE SHAIIERS OF Fl.ESH . AND BLOOD, HE HIMIELP' ALSO IN THE 
SAME WAY TOOIC PART OF THE SAME••••") ~ ifo<.<dt~- OONNEC,TI 
THIS VERSE TO THE PRE~EDING AND DESIGNATES THE BELIEVERS, 
THE CHIL~REff OF Goo. KEt<OlvJv1l<H' IS HERE CONSTRUED WITH 
THE GENITIVE, ACCORDING TO THE USAGE OF CLASSICAL GREEKe 
ELSEWHERE IN THE NEW TESTAMENT IT IS USED WITH THE DATIVEe 
THE WORD MEANS "TO BEOOUE A SHARER"• THE "CHILDREN" ARE 
11 SHARERS" OF l'LESH AND BLOOOe THAT IS YIHAT THEY Al.L HA YE I 
IN COMMONe THE PER,IOT TINBI INOtCATEI THE CONSTANT AND 
DEFI N ITI VIE CHARACTER OF TH IS SHARI NGe IT HAS TAK EN PLACE 
C I 
StNClt THE DAYS OP' ADAM AND STILL CONTINUES TOOAYe A<f°'ros 
' I 
K.Cf q,c~J(os-THE ORO£R IS IATNER UNUIUAL, GIi ER ALLY IT APPEAlt8 
THAYER HAIi "SIMILAILY, 
IN LIKE UANNER 1 IN THE 1SAUE W~Y", THE WORD, AS IT as USED 
. ' / 
IN TH IS VERSEt I 8 THE E(lUI VALENT OP' Ko<ro< -r,r,,ey;-o<, II v.1.7. 
FOR THAT REASON IT IE!US BEST TO TRANILATI I Tl "IN THE SAME 
\VAY", THJ ETIR N AL So• o, Go D 8 IOAME A SH ARIR OF HUUAII 
9 
,a..asH AND oLooo • N THE &Awa: nAv ( 71o<.E'«71 A41ff"( ,vs ) THIIT ALL 
OTHER UEN ARE SHARERS OF FLIIH AND BLOOD.4 HOWIVIRt IT 
MUST HEYER 9E FORGOTTEN THAT Jrsus WAS A lfNLISS SNARER o, 
HUMAN 'LESH AND BLOOOe Hts HUMA~ NATURE WAS NOT CORRUPTED 
BY T~E SINFULNESS THAT BEFOULS OTHER MENe MOLL 8AYS1 ffQ£-
W1SS tST if()(f.CT'~""f<r/w.s NICHT ALS EtN ERMlSStQTES Of<-o~ ws 
. ' , 
ZU NEHMEN; DEflN DER VERFASSER SAQT Ve 17, Ke>C.T'1C. '71ol'f'To<1 UND 
ES WIRD HtCHT EINE OLOSSE ANALOQfE DES LEBENS JESU MIT 
EINEU WIRKLtCHEN MENSOHENLEBEN BEHAUPTETt ODER EINE ALLQE-
MEINE AEHNLICHKEfT IN CEWISSEN, EINZELNEN VERQLEICHUNQS-
PUHKTEN, DUROH W~LOHE EtN EINIG.RMASSEN VERWANDTES VERHlLT• 
NIS.5 EN&TANOEN WMREe Es HANDELT SICH HIER QERAe1 · UM HER-
YORHEBUtH: DER WAHRE·N UND VOLLEN MENSCHMEIT DES SOHN.ES 
GOTTEBe ABEH DAS FR AGL I CHE WORT I ST DESSHAt.9 DOO H N IOHT 
"8LEICHFALLS" ZU 08Eft8ETZ&N (OE WETTE), ODER "GLEIOM!R-
MA 8SEN" . (BLIEK)• 80.NDERN DR80KT O t E \YI RICL I CHE ANllNERUN8 • 
JEDOCH MIT HINDEUTUNQ AUF DIN NIE WEQZUDENKEIDEN UNTIR-
SCNIED JESU CHR18Tt VON ALLEN AND!REN UENSCHEN AUS (LUie 
NACH CAUERO u. A.), WIE sot.CHIS BESONDERS AUOH ROM. 8, 3 
U~D PHI Le 2 1 7 QESOHIEHTe"$ I~ IS INTERESTI NQ 10 NOTE THAT 
4. MAROUS Doos, "THE EPISTLE TQ THE HEBREWS"• THE -El• 
POSITOR'S GREEK TESTAMENT, GRAND RAPIDS, WMe Be EERDUAN'S 
PUBLISHING Co., VOL. iv.,. 2671 "THtS HUMAN NATURE CHRIST 
Ass UME o "77o((>ol. -n ~41r<ws WH, c" c HRV SOSTOM , NT t RPRET s. c,c) fl(. y'o(.-
-rll(rr(~ ~v~~ .. ~tt<rfVl ~).).' ~).."'t .e .~c.1• . IT f.lEANS NOT MERELY "Ill 
LIKE MANNER", ' aUT "IN A8SOLUTELY~THE SAUE MANNER"I . Al IN 
' ( ' :,/ b. ,, \ " - \. ARR I AN. VI I• I, 9 1 '1'U c:, ~ oev~eu.,.nos wv, -nc<e:Tl/\-<f't'~os -TOLS .,i;,. -
)o"i.s; HEROD. 11'. t.04, <:rX~tov 11o<eoc."1l)."/(f'"<.uJS" "ALMOST I DENTt-
OAL"I SEE ALSO 010De S1c., Ve 46•" 
. ·5. CARL BERNARD MOLL, "DER BRIEF AN DIE HIBi.ER", ~-
LOCISOH-HOU1LET1SCHl8 BIBELWERK, ~ANQE-SOHA,~t BIELEFELD, 
VERLAG YON BELHAQEN UNO KLASING, 1865, THEIL 12, Pe 50 
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IS IN THE AORIST. THE POINT IS THAT THE IN-
CARNATION 18 A FACT ALREAo·v BELONGING TO THE PAST • . JESUS 
STILL HAS HIS HUMAN NATURE, BUT THE ACT 0,. ASSUMI NQ tT Lt ES 
IN THE PA STe 
' / 
l<ti< L l('°o( ~ t< 0 '5, 
- ..-.. J ~ c/ 
/WV o(c)Tw') OF COURSE, REFERS BACK TO oHj-Ao<TDS 
INTHIS VERSE 1 THEN 1 THE AUTHOR '6 HEBREWSTELI..S US 
IN PLAIN LANGUAGE THAT JESUS ASSUMED · HUMAN l'LESH AND BLOOD, 
THAT HE BECAME A SHARER WITH ALL BELIE.VERS IN SOYETHIIQ 
THAT IS COMMON TO ALL MEN. 
THE A U TH OR AS OR I BE S F. LESH AN D 8 LOO D TO J E SUS A L SO I N 
.> / .>I . ,. ( \ / 
OHe 10, 19.201 WHERE HE SAVSI E)(oV,<:::s OtN/ O(cH:AfDt.1 71e<.f-
/ ) \ .)/ ( ~ C: / ~ ., :, / > --e 1 CslOC\I ELS T"'1V' El<fO~O V -rwv o(<Y( WV E-V Ttt> cllf-p( tl T"/(1" OV.I 
c. \ _, / C ,.... C. ( \ / ' -p.- ( \ -41v tVEK-<LV 0t ,'r€.V ' AJ~lV' Oo6'V' "7T~Ot$'fc,('o)I J<o(.t;W(Jr,(Y olo( ,oo 
I ..-. J ~/ -- ' ..> .,-._ 
;<o<.ro<.r,e,-,o,((J~QLTOS.-1 T(?V, <::'Cf"TlV '4~ <ro(.(21-<05 olVTov . . . -
("HAVING Tt£ REFORE, BR~THREll, FEARLESS 00°NF1DENOE IN REQARO 
I 
TO THE EN TRANCE OF THE SANCTU ARV BY THE I LOOD " JE·sus. 
WHICH (ENTRANCE) HE INAUQURA'rEo FOR us Al A NEW AND LIVING 
WAY, THROUGH THE VEIL 1 THAT ts, OF HIS FL!ESH ... ") THE 
THINQ THAT INTERESTS US HERE, OF COURSE, ARETHE "STATEIUNTSI 
, - cl ~-- -
E\" r~ 1<..t~Q('il J."'1Cf"ov 
' - . .I ....... .1.,/ 
• AND ~lp( IOU Ko<.T-<-rJ~-r~a-f'otTos) -rou,e<r-nv 
- ' > __. T""fS rt'o<.(;K0.5 OCI.JTO I), THE F'IRST ONE I I QUI TE CLEAR AND F'OR OUR 
PURPOSES NEEDS NO co'ur.tENT OTHER THAN TO SAY THAT THE AUTHOR 
HERE CLE ARLY ASSERTS THAT JESUS HAS 8 LOOD • THE OTHER IN-
/ 
VOLVES AN INTERESTING BIT OF lllUQt:RYe A K'«r-<11~To<<i"flo( IS A 
VEl•L OR. OURTAINe IN THE NEW TESTAMENT THE WORD IS US,ED TO 
OES1QNA1'1E THE VEIL THAT IEPAltATED THE HOLY OF HOLIES FROU 
THE HOLY PLACE IN THE TEMPLE. THRO UC H TH IS ¥El L THE' HI CN 
II 
PRIEST HAD TO PASS WHEN HE ENTERED INTO THE HOLY or aOLIES 
TO PERFORI.I THE CEREMONIES WHICH Goo REilUI lt°ED roR THE SI NS 
OF THE PEOPLE. (c,. LEY. 9, l6P'F.) IT Is THI s rACT THE 
-. , ,I ...., ' ., -. 
AUTHOR HA s 'N UI NO WHEN HE SAYS& ,oo, ~(!TlV -r4s (i°P<(l"(C5 o(1.r,ou. 
HE PICTURES JESUS AS E~TERtNQ lNTO THE HEAYENLY SANCTUARY 
THROUGH THE VEIL OF' Hts F'LESH AND WITH Hrs OWN 9LOOD WAKING 
F:JLL ATONEMENT FOR THE SINS Of" ALL MEN. APPLIED TO US THIS 
t.1EANS THAT VIE OAt~ ~O\'I HAVE FULL AND FREE BOLDNESS ALSO TO 
ENTER THE HEAVENLY SA~CTUARY BY VIRTUE OF THE BLOOD OF 
JESUS. THERE rs NO OTHER WAY INTO THE HEAVENLY SANCTUARY 
TliAN THROUGH THE VIOARl'OUS ATONEIIENT OF JESUS CHRIST, WHICH 
HE UADE FOR US ON THE CROSS, WHEN HIS HOLYe PRECIOUS BLOOD 
\VAS POURED OUT FOR U\S, AND Ht S 800V WAS WOUNDED FOR USe 6 
, 
THIS VERSE GtVES US A BEAUTIFUL AND HEART-WARMING PIC-
TURE OF HOW JESUS, OUR QREAT HtQH PRIEST, WON ETERNAL SAL-
VATION ,oR us, ANO HOW WE CAN NOW HAVE THAT SALVATION WITH 
ALL BOLDNESS °APIO CONFIDENCE• BUT IT ALSO QI VES US THE DE-
FINITE AaSURANOE THAT JESUS NAO F'LE!IH AND 81.00Dt JUST AB 
WE HAVE l'LESH ANO BLOOD, ANO THUS ESTABLISHES THE TRUTH 
THAT OUR LOR·O HAS A TRUE HUUAN NATUR!e 
6e THE ATTEMPT OF SOYE COUU!NTATORS TO MAKE THE RENDING 
OF' ·THE VE I L OF TH E T EM PL E AN A LL E Q ORY OF TH E " It EN O I NG " o, 
J ES U Sf BO DY O N T HE OR O S 8 0 N TH E 8 AS I S OF TH I S PAS SA Q E f 8 
UNWARRANTED BECAUSE SCRf PT.URE DOES NOT T,EACH IT. CF. Doos, 
.2f.• ~•t P. 346. 
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CHAPTER THREE1 THE EPISTLE TO YHE HEBREWS ASCRIBES TO CHRIST 
HUMAN OESCENTe 
IP' JESUS t'IAS A TRUE HUMAN BEi ri G, THEN HE UUST HAYE HAD 
HUMAN A NOE8TORSe HE UUST HAVE HAD A HUMAN DESCENT. IT 18 
NOT . IN TH£ ORDER OF NATURE, W~ICH Goo HAS LAID oow11, THAT 
MEN COULD HAVE ANQEL8 FOR PARENTS OR ANCESTORS. Do£ S THE 
EPISTLE TO THE H£8IUY1S TELi. US THAT JESUS MAD HUMAN ANCES-
TORS? YES, IT DOE8e 
I ( \ \ c./ > ~ >_! [ > 
IN OHe 7 1 14 WE ARE TOI.DI "'i'i('o<:)4AOY ~c;,(f OTc ~<l JouoP<o<.vo<-
/ ' c I l. -
,E,-.-<.;'\l<.c;.v O K'?(?lOS'if-wv- ("FOR IT 19 EVIDENT THAT OUR 
LORD HAS SPRUNQ OUT OF JU DAM ... ") i1eb14Aov- "OPENLY EYI DENT; 
KNOWN TO ALL 1 UANtFEST"• THE WORD IS USED TO EMPHASIZE 
THAT A CERTAIN THINQ 18 or COUIION ICNOWLEDQE. No DOUBT THE 
AUTHOR USED THE . WORD tN THIS PASSAGE BECAUSE HE ICIIEW THAT 
UANV OF HIS REAPERS WERE THOROUGHLY FAMILIAR WITH T,HE 
FACTS OF JEsust LIF'E, Has BIRTH, Has ANCESTRY, ETC. THEN, 
Too, HE KNEW THAT AS HEBREWS HIS READERS WERE THOROUGHLY 
FAMILIAR w,TH THE OLD TESTAMENT 5CRIPTURES1 WHICH DECLARE 
IN Q.UITE A NUMBER OF' PLACES THAT THE SAVfOR WAS TO CONE 
FROM THE TRIBE OF JUDAH.? 
I 
THE VERB, o<V,<TE-To<'). ,l<E-\1' . , IS tNTEREBTt••• IT HAS 
THE IASI C llEAfU NG, "T,, RI ~ltt ARI SE" 1 AND I 8 FRE~UENTI.Y USED 
WffEN SPIAICINQ OF' THE Rl$1NQ o, THE SUN (l.w. f3, . 6J JAs. 
1. CF'. f. Se f It t AND COMPARE IT WITH l CHRONe 2, 3•5 
AID 9•12. Srt ALSO RE¥. 5, . 5a GEN. 49, 9.10. 
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It 11 ). OR THE RI Bl NQ OF CLOUDS (LICe 12t 54). IT ALSO HA8 
THE MEANING, 11TO RISE ,.ROMt IE DESCENDED F'ROM"• TME ,.IGURI: 
WHIOH UNDERLIES THE VERB IS EITHER THAT OF' A RI SINQ 9TAR 1 
WHICH O O ULD PO SSI BL E BE REU.1 NI SCENT 0,. TME STAR or JAOOI 
(Nuu • . 24, 1.7), OR OF A TINDER SHOOT COMING OUT cw THE CROUND, 
\YHIOH WOUl.iD OALL TO OUR MINDI THE/\Q~ 1 THE "Rt8HTEOUI . 
BRANCH"• OF JER. 231 5e 
IN THIS VERSE, THE"• THE AUTHOR 0,. HEBREWS TEL"'S us 
THAT JESUS ( O f<''()lllS ~r,wv ) OAS DESCENDED FROM THE TRI eE OF' 
JUDAHe HE ASCRIBES TO JESUS HUMAN DESCENT. ANO HE IS EUPHA-
TI C ABOUT IT, FOR HE SAvs, -;;~6~4~ov- "AS EVERYONE KN0\1S, 
AS IS OPENLY EVIDENT"• 
IN THE AUTHORIZED VERSION IT WOULD SEEU THAT CHe 2 1 16 
IS A PASSAGE THAT ALSO ASORI BES TO JESUS HUMAN DESCENT• 
THERE WE READI "FOR VERILY HE TOOK NOT ON HIM THE NATURE OF' 
ANGELS& BUT HE TOOK ON HIM THE SEED OF ABRAHAM"• - (THi UNDER• 
LINED WORDS ' ARE IN ITALICS IN THE AUTHORIZED VER~ ONe) LOOI• 
.> \ ( / J I\ 
I NG I ITO THE OR I GI tUL GREEIC, WE Fl ND I OU ~"'c> 0411ou o(~(\E-,\u.)\/ 
~-n l '>..,(t<~,J, V~Ta< ( / :cl A~ <f -n~ef'l'(-,-05 >A(1p"'-~ ~-ri.l ~P<.f-8:v E:Tol l • 
THE CRUI o, TfflS PASSAGE LIES IN THE MEANING OF' THE WORD, 
USUALLY TN E WO RD ME AN s, "TO T AIC E, LAV HOLD OF' 1 
TAKE PO& 9ES9 ION OF"• HowE VER, IT CAN AL SO HA VE THE ME AN I NC, 
"TO TAKE HOLD 011' FOR THE PURPOSE 011' HELPING, TO HELP, TO SUC-
COR"• CHRYSOSTOM, 0ECUMEIIUlt THEOPHVLACT 1 PRIMASIUl 1 
ERASMUS, LUTHER, CLARI US, CALVIN, BEZA, CALOY, AND MANY OTHERS 
TOOK THE WORD It~ ITS VIRST UEllNINC ANO CONSE(tUENTLY INTERPRE• 
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TED TH£ PASSAGE AS REll'ERRI NQ TO CHRIST' I ASIUMI NC 0,. HUMAN 
NATURE, NOT THE NATURE OIi' ANGEL Se HOWEVER• THI 8 VIEW II UN-
TENABLE FOR GRAMMATICAL REASONS. FOR ONE THf'NC, THE PRESENT 
> \ fl/ . 
TENSE, E1T<Ao<f<-r:JP<Vt:'T,<..t I DOES NOT ,a T THE ASSUMPTION OF HUMAN 
NATURE BY CHRIST, 81. NOE THAT . IS AN ACT THAT LI ES IN THE PASTe 
FURTHERMORE, THE \'/ORD, "NATURE" (A.V.), 18 NOT ll'OUND IN THE 
> 
TEXT 1 BUT IT HAS TO BE THERE IN ORDER TO TRANSLATE AS THE 
AUTHOR I ZED VER'BION DOE Se tHOLUCIC SAYS: 11 ALS FALSCH IRWEI SET 
SI OH .IENE lL.TERE ERl(I.IRUNG AUS FOLQENDEN GRUNDEN I I) ~1T( ).,:(fl-
' {3o(YC::7-<l UIT DEU GENe HAT DIE 8EOEUTUNCU tJEIUNDEI AN EINEII 
THEILE DES K8RPERS AN,ASSEN, IN$8ES0NDERE AN DER HANDt UM IHM 
Zll HELFEII'• SIRAOH 4 1 If~ JERElle 51 1 . 32. 1 BO l>AS9 DIE VULCe 
RiCHTIQER ALS DIE l ' TALA APPREHENDIT GE8RAUCHT HAT, IIUR DASS 
OIESES ZEITWORT WIEDERUM NICHT WOii ~NNENMEN DER UEISCHLICHEN 
•, .!> / 
NATUR VERSTAHOEN we:ROEN ICANNI 2) G-1Tc~.:<p/3o<'VG-ri>lt STENT IU 
'PRlSENS 1 wozu ' AUCH KUINOEL 8£UERKTI PRAESENS YIU AORISTI HABETe 
VIELUEHR 1ST OAS ERL8SUNQSWERK AL8 EIN DURCH DIE UENSCHWERD-
UNG . CHRISTI ANQEFANGENES• ABER STETS FORTGEHENDES . QEOAOHTe 
WURDE JEDOC H :7il ).~·(?y,/vE<r'~IJ{l VOM ANN EHMEN DER MENSCHLI C HEIi 
NATUR ERKL.RT 1 SO UUSSTE DER AORIST OOER DAS PERFEKTUU STEHEHJ 
\ A' I :, 
3) •MENSCH WERDEHt KANN NfCHT HEISSEN A~r,JIXVl:-LV ODER o<.vl><-
\ /1 / ' > 9, I . .,/ A I e 
11.o<fA[..)(A.'/f:lV Tt>V5 ollf ~ WiTOUS , 111 OHT El NIIAL l)(·VC1ew11ou5 ~1=VE<f <'llJ 
\ I ~ ) A / 
DAFOR UOSSTE NOTHWIN 01 G STEHEN ,4v <fU<t"l V -rwv «vr:;,pu.rn tVV 
~y°'A«ft1~/ve-tv (01 El WoRT vou ANZIEHN DER KLEI DiEa. w1u,-, G aE-
:, I / 
BRAUCHT)) ODIR o<.11/Jew71os; 0eV€-<feo(.L --VI EL WENI CER KANN AIER 
~ 11 I 
ETit).."ftC,J~V€<f~oC.t Ce QENe JENE 8EDEUTUll8 HAIENJ 4) DI £Slit STAZ 
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I I , , ,/ 
UIT~o<e SOLL OEN STAZ,ft-«=.,..E:<TXE O"'P<.fK6S #<c,{l (l(.cf<o(.7~S (v.14) 
ERI..UT~tu, 8EI JENEii Au,l'ASSUNQ WORD£ AIER I DEM PER I DEii QE-
SAGT. 8 WE THEREFORE ADOPT THE SECOND IIE•ANINQ cw: ;7<( ~~l'~:vw 
AN~ TR·ANILATt THUSI "f:OR OERTAI rtLY NOT OF ANGELS DOE 8 HE TAKI 
HOLD OP' ,oR THE PURPOSE OF' HELPI NQ. BUT OF AaRAMAM!I SEED DOES 
HE TAKE HOLD OF FOR T'E PURPOSE OF H~LPINI"• THIS TRANSLATIOI 
CERT,INLY ~AVORS THE CONTEXT• ESPECIALLY THE l'OLLOWI NQ• WHERE 
THE, ' I DEA OF JESUS HELPt ftG Ht. 8 BRETHREN 18 EXPANDED. IT HAS 
BEEN SUGGESTED THAT 1HE SUBJECT OtF f_7f( A~(?:vc:-T<O( { 1 a ~ e:V{l(. T t)S 
FROM THE PRECEDI .Nr. v,RSE (v • .15). THAT IS, INDEED, , GRAMtUTICAL-
LY POSSIBLE, BUT IT IS LOCI CALLY NOT COUU!NDASLE SINCE CHRIST 
IS THE SUBJECT IN YVe 14, . 15, 17. 
IN VIEYJ OF THE ABOVE FACTS WE UUST RULE OUT CHe 2, 16 AS 
A PROOF' FOR CHRIST' 8 HUI.UN OE SO ENT• HOWE VER, THE l"A CT RE UA I NS 
THAT THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWI ASCRIBES TO JESUS HUMAN DESCENT 
IN CHe 7,149 AND A&AI. N WE MEET WITH UNDENIA8LE PReo, THAT OUR 
LORD AND SAVI 0 .. t 8 OUR BROTH E~ IN THE FLESH, A T·RU.I ftUUAN BEi NG• 
f N TH 18 COtt ~EOTI C,N _IT WI LL BE PROFITABLE TO ASIC WHETHER OR 
NOT THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS ASCRISES TO CHRIST A REALLY 
HUMAN BIRTHe (ALTHOUGH THE VIRGIN BIRTH INVOl,iVE8 A $REAT 
' c \ / 
IURACLE, INSOFAR THAT THE ETERNAL SON OF Goo, 0 I\O~OS) WAS 
CONCEIVED I, N THE W0.118 OF THE , VI R8 I N MARY BY THE HOLY 8HOSTt 
NEVERTHELESS THE BIRTH ITJELF WAS A JIATURAL 9 HUMAN ONE; EXCEPT 
THAT JESUS WAS &ORN WITHOUT SIN• JESUS OAIIE FORTH IFROr.t Hts 
8. Ae THOLUCK, KOMUENTER ZUU BRll~I AN DIE HEIR.ER (2 . YERBe 
AUF)eJ HAMBURGS Fe PIRTHESt 1840), PPe ttT8 • iT9e 
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MOTHER'S ~MB tr, THE SAM£ MANNER AS ANY OTHER N ORUAL HUUAN 
CH I L D. • Ci,• LI<• I , 42 AND 2 t 6 e 7 • ) I N A N S VIER TO T HIS q, U.£ ST I O N 
WE CANNOT SAY TH AT THE WRITER OP' HEBREWS 'ASCRIBES TO Ja:sus A 
REALLY HUMAN BIRTH IN 80 MANY WORDS, BUT, WE HOLD, HE CERTAIN-
LY IMPLIES ITe ONE PASSA~Et ESPECIALLY, MUST BE CONSIDERED 
t:'e ::,/ ' .. ' HERE, · NAMELY, CHe 2, 17, WHERE \YE READS O E·'II u..npE-t.1,E:-V J<o<.T<>< 
( e-op.oc. w Af vo< <. - ("WHEREFORE ' t N A LL 
C / 
THl ,NG.'s IT BEHOOVE~. HIM TO BE MAO£ LIKE HIS BRETHREN"•••> 0B<:v-
11WHERE,o~E", REFERS BACIC TO VY• 14-:16, WHERE THE UAIN POINT 18 
T".AT Sf NC E THE "CHI LOREN" WHOhl CHR 1·sT WAS TO R EDEEII WERE PAR• 
TAKERS o, FLESH AND BLOOD, itfE ALSO HAO TO BECOME A SH~RER OF 
,I 
TNE SAME • .> 5c<pet'°;\GV - "HE .ou•NT", AN EXPRESIION, ·NOT OP' THE 
NEOES8tTY FOUNDED IN THE DICRIE o, Goo (c,. l:.tc. 2·4, '26~. IUT 
> I\ 
o, THAT ,ouND£D IN °THE NATURE o, THE CASI ITSE1.,. O<pE-t"iW , • 
. . 
"USED••• OP' A NECESSITY I IIPOSED EITHEa 8Y LAW AND DUTY,OR IY 
REASO~, OR 8¥ THE TtUI~ OR BY THE N~TUIE OF TNE MATTER UNDER 
co111stDERATION".9 c0pocu.A3;;,v(J(.( - "TO BECOME L'IICE·"• SHOULD NOT 
BE PRES8£D TO MEAN "TO BEOOUE EQUAL", BECAUSE ALTHOUGH JESUS 
DID ASSUME A TRULY HUUAN NATURE, HE WAS STtLL DISTINGUISHED 
' / 
FROJ.t Hts BRETHREN BV Hts ABSOLUTE SINLESSNESS. /("'.,"' 71o(. V T o<. -
1'tt1 ALL THIN;s, IN· ALL RESPECTS"• THESE ARE THE IMPORTANT 
WOR OS t N OUR PASSAGEe IF JESUS WAS TO BE MADE LIKE HIS DRE-
THREN ,IN,!.!:.!:. THINGS, ANO IF ·ONE COUIION CHARACTERISTIC · o, ALL 
Htl BRETHREN t 8 THAT THEY WERE BORN tllTO TH fl WORLD av HUMAN 
MOTHERS, THEN JESUS, TOO, WOULD HAVE . TO ·MAYI A TRULY HUIIAI 
9. JOSEPH HENRY THAYER, A GREEI-ENILtSH LEXtCON OF THE 
Nlw TESTAMENT, (coRR. 10.1 NEw YoRu AIIERtCAN 8001 Co., 1910?) 
Pe 469 (UIDEII O'ft='t'>.w ). 
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/ ;, ' / :, / 
BIRTH• CNRYS08TOU SAVI: T<. ~(f'"T< Ko<T,< 7Tl'(VT<><j ETE->({:;~) 
/ > / > { / .:> / / c/ ., - / 
fAfJ<-VI ET(>o<..<f~1 .A.fU u-'1 e""(J ET/« f9c ,T()(l/1 o<. o<7TE-() <=')(,e~VJ Te:-~OS 
;!-11:B"'v~v.lO ,, CNRIST HAD NOT BEEN BORN INTO THE WORLD 
o, A HUUAN MOTHER, 1, HE DID NOT HAVE A REALLY NUUAII BIRTH 
(DI SREGARDINQ HERE, OF COURSE, HIS MIRACULOUS CONOEPTIOI 
BY THE HOLY GHOST) t THEN THE AUTHOR 0, HEBREWS COULD NOT 
\ / 
HAVE \YRITTEN, ,<Q(...,-,< -r,o<.v,<><., NATURAL LV TH IS PA 8S&GI 
CANNOT BE USED AS A PRIMARY PROOF OF THE REALLY HUMAN 
CHARACTER OF' JEsus' BIRTHJ BUT, AS_ ~YJE SAY, THI s TRUTH as 
CERTAINLY CONTAINED IN IT, ESPEOIALLV WHEN IT IS CON-
1·• 
SIDERED IN ITS CONTEXT. 
10. Q.UOTED IN GOTTLIEB LUNEMANN, . "CO,.UENTARY QM THE 
EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS", MEYER'S COIH.W:NTARY ON THE NEW 
TESTAMENT, NEW YORK, FUNK AND ·WAGNAl,.LS 9 1890, YOl,.e ON t1u., 
HEe., TITUS,,. 444 (,ooTNOTE) • 
• t 
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CHAPTER FOUR& THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS ASCRIBES TO CHRIST 
A HVUAN BODY, ANO HUMAN IUOTIOII. 
OUR LORO JESUS CHRIST HAD A HUMAN 80 DY, THE EYANGELI ITS 
TELL US S0 1 AND THE AUTHOR OF THE EPISTLE TO THE HE8REWS ALSO 
• C: / .> ' (' 
TELLS us .so. IM CH, 10, 10 WE ARETOLO: .-i,tuA(]";,t~V0<.~7€:-v~(o( 
,~ -ne o(J'roe;z s -,;,; crit'pl1(-ro./T4 cr~ >( pc.cr-roo J 1';_7le>C f -
("WE ARE SAffCTIFIED THROUQM THE Of"l'ERINQ OF' THE BODY CIP' JEIU8 
CHR 1ST ONCE FOR ALL" ·•) T(~cd'fO(?~S-"A ,SACRIFICE"; THIS . 18 THE 
SENSE IN WHICH THE WOR,O IS GENERALLY USED IN THE NEW TESTA-
MENT, Teu <rw";u-otro..s ~i4q-ou X:p( cr.,-oi; - OEHi.Ti VE OF' THE oa-
. / 
JECT (THAVIER) 1 THUS INDfCATtNO WHAT \US SACRIF.OED• >EfQC71c,( ~ -
ON THIS \I/ORD THAYER LISTS THE ,o .LLOWINQz "ONCE., AT ONCE, l~E·, 
A) OUR f ALL · AT ONCE', 8) OUR 'ONCE F,OR ALL'•" SOME · COUMENTA• 
TORS corrn£CT THIS WORD \tlTH THE "OFFERING OF' . THE .BODY O'F J .ESUS 
CHRIST", THUS EMPHASIZING THE~ OFFERING OF CHRIST IN CON-
TRAST WITH THE~ OFFERINGS OF THE OLD TESTA~ENT PRIESTS, 
HOWEVER, IF THAT IS THE MEANING OF THE AUTHOR, IT WOULD SEEM 
THAT HE WOULD HAVE REPEATED THE ARTICLE ,;;,s. MOLL SAvs/E1-
' / 
o<il a'.~ GE HORT NI CHT ZU '1Te()<r'f6f:'1{5 , WE f L OANN DER ARTf ICEL 
C' I :> I fl 
WI EDER HOLT SEIN M0SSTE, SONDERN ZU A-ftlot<if-E-VO< . E<Tft-E-V, 
.:, I ' 
CONNECTED 91TH "WE ARE SANCTIP'l,ED", E<po<.77~t · IMPHASIZE~ THE 
BLESSED TRUTH THAT W.E HAYE BEEN SANCTtVIEO "otCE VOR ALL" BY 
THE Ol'F'ERINC o, THE: BODY '1F JESUS CHRIST• fN CH. 7 1 27 THE 
, I 
AUTHOR APPLIES E<rot~o<~ TO CHllfST'S OFP'ERING UP OF Htt.tSELP't 
AND IN .CH, 91 28 HE U8.18 ~/,,Cl(.~ ,1111 THE SAU£ COIINEOTIOII, WHICH 
1-1 • Mo LL, .!J:..• .9.!.I.• , P • I 40 • 
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MEANS THA,. Hf; HAS A LRIADY IYPIU81 ZED THE F AOT THAT CHR I IT'S 
SAORI" CE Is FOR ONCE AND FOR ALL. Now, IN THE ve:ttSE UNO ER 
CONSIDERATtON, HE EMPHASIZES THE P'ACT THAT WE HAVE 81EN SAIIC-
TIF I ED ONCE FOR ALL THROUGH TH IS SACRIFICE OF THE IODY OF 
/ --CHRIST • . A FE W COUUENTATORS Tf'Y TO llAICE 7T('O<nf'eol) TO() Q'" CJJ-
f~10!14~00Xeur-rov IIEAN THE SELF-PRESENTATION OF CHRIST IN THE 
HEAVENLY HOLY OF HOLIES. SUCH AN INTERPRETATION 18 HARDLY 
PROPER El THE R LI ti GUISTI CALLY OR LOG I CALL Ye 
I 
THE WORD -npo:r~ 
IN THE NEW TESTAMENT ALMOST ALWAYS MEANS "SACRIFICE", AND 
THAT THE AUTHOR OF HEBREWS USEiS IT IN THAT SENSE t N TH IS PAS-
SAGE IN CON NECTION ~ITH THE BODY OF CHRIST IS ONLY TOO APPA-
RE NT. (CPe CHe 9, 28) 
IN THIS VERSE, THEN, THE AUT~OR OF HEBRE WS TELLS US THAT 
\'I E HAVE BEEN SANCTIFIED ONCE FOR ALL THROUGH THE OFFERING OF 
THE BODY OF CHRIS Te THE 0BJECTI YE JUSTI Fl CATI ON OF THE \YHOLE 
HUMAN RACE Y/AS ACOOUPLI SHED ONCE FOR ALL (OFe CHe 7 1 27J OHe 9 1 
28) WHEN THE LAMB o, Goo WAS OFFERED UP ON MT. CALVARY AS THE 
ATONEMENT FOR THE SINS OF ALL UENe THIS GLORIOUS TRUTH 18 
MOST FIR MLY ESTABLISHED. ITS FOURDATI ON 18 IN ETERNITYt1 AND· 
IT SHALL ENDURE TO ALL ETERNITY. AND F'ROU THIS SUBLI ME TRUTH 
FLO WS THE COUFORTINC TRUTH OF' SUBJECTIVE JUSTIFICATIONe AS 
I NOi VI DUAL Sf NtlERS WE A RE NOW SANCTI Fl ED ONCE F'O R ALL TH ROUCH 
F'AITH IN THE VICARIOUS ATONEMENT OF JESUS CH1118Te EACH INDI• 
VI DUAL CHILD OF Goo HAS FULL AND CO MPLETE FORGIVENESS OF SIN 
FOR ALLTl8E THROUGH P'AITH IN THE ONE COMPLETE OFFERING UP o, 
THE 80 DY OP' THE SAVI OR , 0, THE WORLD• BuT WHEN THE WR ITEII QF' 
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HEBREWS TELLS US THAT WE ARE SANCTIFIED ONCE FOR ALL THROUGH 
THE OFFERING OF THE BOOV OF JESUS CHRIST1 HE GIVES US ANOTHER 
, PROOF OF THE ,.RUE HUMAN 1 ·rv OF OUR LORD, F'OR HE T.ELLS US THAT 
JESUS HAS A eoov, AHO THAT 16 SOMETHING ALL TRUE HUMAN BEIN~S 
HAVEe 
IN CHe 5 1 7-9 WE Ft ND ANOTHER PASSUlE tN WHICH THE 
AUTHOR 'OF I-IEBREY.'S ASCRIBES TO JitSUS A HUMAN CHARACTER I STCCe 
.. , :, l / - ' ) -
THERE \1E - ~EADS OS ev 1o<t$ tf.1flC::~o<.(S T-<-fS (Jl)(ff<OS ,:,(,VTO(.) 
C / ' C: / \ \ ( I I 
c,e4 <ie-LS T1: ,<o<.l LKE:T",~ Lo(5 -neos ,o\/ ouVi<;«<=V61/ CflfJ 7<=LV 
::, \ :, A / ' - :; X - ' { I 
o{()'f'OV El<' C1o(Vo£'ToV p.<;:-r,.(, Ke_o<.u ~4s l <f t.Jf()( S t<o<.c. oo<.K(> UWV 
I \ ., ' .) ' - .) \ A / 
1i'(>O<f' €V~~Kot.S l<o(<. (;(<To< k'ovr:r e <::LS· o<TJ O T"f S G U )\G>(l...,., E-lo(S.J 
I :,'\ (. ) :,.I }\ > ) c:I :, / ' C: 
1<o<< 7T E-(i> WV U <. OS 1 E-jA (l(.tJ <'f:V "'Cf W V <::7r-<.8<::v TA-/V t.J iT~ -
1 " \ If"\ " ., / -
K O"'/V, Ko(l TE-AE-(Wt:;1E(S E~E-VE-To -;f o(.(JLv' -ro c..s 
c. I :, ,....., ,/ / ., / 
V1f o(. .Kou oucrcv ""- u-rcµ ~ t Tc os cr-w,40co<.~ « l wvl ov 
("WHO tN THE DAVS OF HIS FLESH, HAYINQ OFf'EREP UP PRAYERS AND 
SUPPLICATIONS WITH STRONG CRVING At4D TEARS TO THE ONE ABLE TO 
SAVE Hlr.t OUT OF DEATH1 AND HAVtNQ BEEtJ HEARD P'OR HIS QODLY 
,EAR. THOUGli HE BEING A SON, VET HE LEARNED OBEDIENCE ev THE 
THINGS WHICH HE SUFF'EREDJ ANO HAVING BEEN UAOE PERFECT, HE BE-
CAME TH e: A UT HOR OF ETERNAL SALVATI ON TO ALL· TH AT OBEV Hf Me :t) 
DOES THE: AUTHOR HERE REFER TO THE PR,\YERS WHICH JESUS 
OFFERED UP IN THE GARDEN OF GETHS!Y ANE? IN ANSWER TO THAT 
QUESTION WE SUBUIT THE FOLLOWING & 
... ' , 
I) TH£ FR AME WOR IC OF T H IS LONG SENT&;NC It IS THI s-- OS '=' 'II 
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' K'oec .• 
C\ ;) --. <. / - \ > 
rROII THIS IT t 9 CLEAR THAT 05 <?:\f -.-,o<<.S 4f-G-(?e><.C.S '1s (l"ll(ff<os i){UTOV 
REFERS TO CHR1ST 1 S WHOLE Lll'E IN THE rL£SH 1 AflDTHAT ft1 
"LEARNED 08EOIENCE" THROUGHOUT Has WHOLE Lll'E. (C, • MT. 3 1 t. 5S 
4, 1-111 'LK. 2, 49-521 L1<. 12, sos JN. 9 1 4a 121 21.) 
' ., ' .> 
2) CONSEQ.UENTLY 1 IT IS NOT COR"ECT TO CONNECT OS fi:V 1Q(tS' 
c: , I \ J .-. I \ > ri / 
A.ff" ~eo< CS •A-/S <ro<f K.e;s P<.cJ To V WIT~I 11e ocrE-V 6= Q~o<S J<o<t ~C cf'~ KoV<rc:,<:l"S 
AND THEN ARGUE THAT JESUS "LEARNED OBEDIENCE" ONLY ON ONE OC-
OASI ON IN Ht S Ll;E, THE ONE WHEN HE 11 0F,ERED UP (PRAYERS AND 
SUPPLICATIONS) AND WAS HEARD"• 
) B c' -> ,... c. I - ' , .-. 3 UT RATHER I If NC E OS E-v ""Jo(( S hf/A- G-e"' ( S TA-( S (J"o<('l<OS P<.tJ Tov. · . 
, I ' C / 
!.p-o(e<:-v '"1 V U Tf 0( I< t> ~ v.... REP'IR 8 TO JESUS t WHOLE LIFE 
I 
Ill THE FLESH (STATE Ofl' HUMILIATION) 1 WE MUST IOT MAll"'iieacrE-VeQ-
\ , ' ,, 
l<'<SKo<<.tC{fo<Kov<r(}e;lS REFER TO ONLl' ONE SPIC1;1c UOIDEIT IN Ht8 
1.1,e:1 BUT T~ AN OFFERING UP o, ' PRAYERS AND SUPPLICATIONS WHICH 
HE CARRIED oN 'l"HrtouGttOUT ALL . .. ,THE DAYS o, H11 ,LESH"• (c,.. 
MKe 11 351 6, 461 Lie. 5, 16a 6, e21 9 1 181 MT. Pt 25s Lee. 3 1 
211 iJN. If, 41.) 
. 4) ON ACCOUNT OF THE ABOVE OBSERVATIONS WE MOLD THAT THIS 
, VERSE (cH. 5, 7) Mus:r NOT BE RESTRICTED TO CHRIST'S PRAYER IN 
GETHSEMANE; WE ARE CONFIRMED IN OUR OPINtON BY THE ,ACT THAT 
THE EVANGELISTS DO NOT SAV SPECIFICALLY THAT JESUS SHED TEAitS 
IN GETHSEMANE• (C,. MT. 26 1 36-46J MK. 141 32~42J LKe 22 1 
39-461 JNe 18, ·,.) THEY DO RECORD THE P'.'ACT THAT HE WEPT 01 
OTHER OCCASIONS (CFe JNe If, 35J Liee 199 41.) WI DO NOT WISH 
TO SAY THAT IT II ALTOGETHER , UNLIKELY THAT JESUS WEPT II THE 
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GARDEN OF GETHSEMANE• BUT IT I St NEVERTHELES9, TRUE THAT MONE 
OF T~E . EvAr•GELI STS SAY TH AT HE DID. 
5) THOSE WHO LOOK UPON THIS VERSE (CHe 5 1 7) AS A RE,E• 
' \ ( " 
RENCE ·TO GETHSEIIANE UAICE . ;,u ·CM OF 'THE 9TATEl4E 111: r, iT('CS ,o v oUVo(-
' t> > ' > A I t<-~\/Q v· !T,CfJ7 E c. Y ~cJ,ov €t<' o_i:<vo<.rou , ~ RCI U I N Q TH AT THE J E ,,, OR D s ARE 
AH tNOI CATI 8N OF WHAT JESUS PRAYED l'"OR 1 NAIAELY, DELIVERANCE 
FROl.i OE -ATH• TH!lT CAN VERY V/ELL BEJ BUT IP' THESE WORDS 00 IN• 
DIOATli .WHAT JESUS PRAYED FORt THEN GETHSEMANE 18 RULED OUT, 
, ' A " BECAUSE ON THAT OCQASfON HE PRAYED TO BE DELfVEREOo<170 t:Ji,{y'1(.,o v 
(nLE'f THIS CUP PASS FROU. ME", MT. 26, 39; Mic. rl4, 36J Lac. 22. 
> I 
42e), ANO NOT• AS OUR · VERSE STATES, 11 €1<' GJc<.votT()V "• THERE IS 
>A ' e .,, A DIFFERENCE. 7iO o(\/o<.Tou CONVEYS THE I DEA OF BEi NQ DELI v-
ERED FROM DYi NG, OF BEi NG SPARED THE NEOESS, TY OF HAVIN' TO 
/ ' 
TASTE OP' DEATHe .,,£,< ell(v~-roo EXPRESSES THE I DEA · OF BEING 
SAVED OUT OF THE STATE OR CONDITION OF DEATH, OF 8EI NG DELI-
VER E O F RO M TH E G RI P OF DE A TH • (C_Fe THAYER ON "€t<", 1,5.) . 
> , e " 
WE . KNOW THAT JESUS WAS NOT OELIVEREOo<TIO &1(\fr,(TO<!, AND WHERE 
DOES T~AT LEAVE THE AUTHOR CW' HEBREWS WITH HIS STATEMENT, 
.) / 
ttANO WAS HEARD" ( <?-tcf'o<..KoCJcr-eE-cs )? ' BUT YIE ALSO KNOW THAT 
:, I 
JESUS \VAS DELIVERED (:-I<'. t)(l(.Va(.,oJ (THE RESURREQTION). TH,s 
. / 
, ITS THE AqTHOR t 8 "Jc.<:f(I(. Kov~e~(.S n VERY WELi..• 
6 ) I F I T I E A R Q U ED TH A T N OW H ERE AR t: W E TO L D OF AN 00 • 
CASION WHEN Jt;sus P~AYEO WIT.H TE·ARS, AND T~AT T.ffE G1TMSEIIANE 
PRAY.ER OOUES CLOSEST TO ,tTTINQ THIS DESCRIPTION, WI RIP&.'/ 
THAT ON MANY OCCASIONS JESUS PRAYED IN PRIVATE (CF. MKe I, 35J 
6 1 46J LKe 5 1 161 6 1 12), AND THAT IT IS NOT AY ALL UNREASON-
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All.I TO AISUMI THAT THE HO&.Y SPI.RIT REVEAi.iD TO THE AUTHOR o, 
HEBREWS SOMETHINQ THAT HE DID NOT SEE FIT TO REY!AL TO TME 
EYANQEL1ST8e OF COURSE; THIS tS PURE OONJEOTURE9 BUT IT IS 
NOT AN IMP0SSl81LtTYe 
BUT WHETHER TH IS VERSE (c·H. s. 7) "RE,ERS TO GETHSEIUNE OR 
NOT. THE PACT REM,AINS THAT \YE ARE TOLD HERE THAT Je:sus o,l'EREO 
UP PRAYERS ANO SUPPLICATIONS WITH STRONG CRYI NQ AND TEARSe 
WITH THESE WORDS IS A SCRI SEO 
1
TO JESUS SOtJETH I NCl THAT IS UNI-
VER SALLY HUMANt NAIAELY 9 ORVI NG ANO TEAR Se IT IS R EYEALED TO 
us HERE THAT OUR SAVIOR HAD liUYAN u,o·TIONS, THAT HE COULD. BE-
COME 'DEEPLY DISTRESSED AND QI YE EXPRESSION TO Hts 0"11TRES.S •• 
CRYING AND TEARSe No WONDER THAT HE IS NOT ASHAMED TO CALL US 
BRIT HREN I ANO viHAT A SOURCE OF CO NFORT AND STRElltTH IT SHOULD 
BE TO US TO KNOW THAT IN TME HEAVENS 11 ·1 HAYE A SAVIOR-KING 
WHO ICNO\'IS ANO UNDERSTANDS OUR GRIEFS, OUR SORROWS, OUR TEARS, 
. . 
AND OUR WEEPINQI HE KNOWS THESE THIN,S FROII ,aRST-HAND El'-
p ER f E NC E • TR II 1. Vt HE I S OUR 8 R OT HE R I 
. ' 
' • • • ·1· 
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CHAPTER FI VEa THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS ASCRIBES TO CHRIST 
HUMAN SU F'FERI NS AND DEATH• 
ANOTHER PRoo, OF THE TRUE HUMNflTY OF CHRIST IS FOUND 
IN THE FACT THAT THE E.Pt STLE TO THE HE IREWS A SS~RTS THAT HE 
ENO UR ED H UM AH S UF F E RI N Q • 
IN CH .. 2, , IO VIE · RE~Da. •• -rdv JceX4 O~V •~S ((u.J•4()(o<s c(.tJTcVV 
dt~ T7 o<. e.AJJA(7w-t TE-AHW~o(L- '"··· TO UAICE THE CAPTAIN OF THEIR 
SALVATI ON PERFECT THROUGH suF,ERINGS".> A~)(40ov - AS THE 
l:IORD IS USED 1·N THIS PASSAGE IT SIP.APLV MEANS "AUTHOR"• IT 
.>/ 5, 9.12 Q IS EQ.UIYALENT TO o<.L"'T'(C>S IN CH. ENERALLY IT HAS 
THE MEANING, "ONE WHO LEAf:>S 1 FURNISHING FIR. ST CAUSE OR OC-
CASION FOR sucH LEADtNG"• -'Avrivv- REFERS aActe TO '1To~~o0s 
C. / \ 
UtOt>S, THE VER8 1 T€Ac-CU?<3"o!.( HAS THE MEANING, "TO BRINQ TO 
THE ENO (GOAL) PROPOSED"• THE EXACT NA1'.URE OF THE GOAL TO 
\'I HI OH THE FATHER PROPOSED TO 8Rt NG JESUS, "THE AUTHOR Of' 
THEIR SALVATIOtP1 , tS STATED IN THE PRECEDING VERSE, HAUELY, 
<'r:. ' .-.. -- ~ ~0111 Ko<.( -rcf-t~ <1',G:cp,<vou<!'o~t. THE FATHER'S GOAL ~ AS TO 
CROWN JESUS WITH GLORY AND HONOR (STATE OF EXALTATION). 
THE tDEA OF SOUE COMM~NTATORS THAT Goo PROPOSED TO BRING 
JESUS TO Al'it INNER MORAL PERFECTION, OR SOUETH INQ ELSE Ott 
THAT NA~URE ts ALTO(.ETHER ERRONEOUS. SucH NOTIONS QUIERAL-
LY AR IS E FROM A DENt AL OF THE OLE AR SCRIPTURAL TRUTH THAT 
JESUS WAS NOT ONLY A HUMAN BEi NQ1 BUT AL 90 THE ETERNAL So~ 
> J I 
12. THAYER, o,. CIT., ,. 11. ON e,(f3/\4~os a " 1 TH£ 
AUTHOR' l'f"A1Str'w-11~ !cTs°3';" 151 ,1js ~wT4()(,c~, HEe. 2, 10. (0,TEN 
SO IN °PROFe AUTHeJ.,..u>VTIJ~.,.&.11~ OF Goo, PLATO, TtMe LOORe Pe96Cel 
-rou 6,vovs TWV ~v8ewn().)V • OP' Goo. o, 0 o. 5, '12 a 'ke>("'t~'or. k'-<< ~L"'i'( c,s J 
LEADER AND AUTHOR 1 ARE OFTEN "OtNID, Al POLYI. I, &6, 101 
ffDIANe 2, I, 22.) c,. BLEEIC ON HEB• VOL• If, I, PG• 301 I~•" 
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o, Goo. LENSKl , IAYI& "WAI J,aus EVER UORALLY IMPE1,10T, 
MOR ALLY I NO OMPLETE? OuR· VERS I OIIS WI TH THE IR t IUICE PIRFECT' 
UIGHT MISLEAD THEIR READERS, 8UT THE GREEIC tN,tNtTIVE WI LL 
NEYER DO •o".' 3 
IN TH IS VE·RSE,. THEN,. THE A UT HOR OF HEBRE WS TELLS US 
THAT Goo PROPOSED TO· BRII NQ JESUS, THE AUTHOR o, OUR SALVATION, 
TO THE GOAL (GLORY ANO HONOR) THROUGH 8UF'VERINGSe IN THE 
PLAN OF SALVATION IT WAS Goo's WILL THAT JESU$ IHOULD su,,ER 
FOR THE SI NS OF A LL MEN• By TH AT SU FFERI NQ9 WH IC H HE END UR ED 
ON THE CROSS, HE BECAME THE AUTHOR o,· OUR SALVATI ON, HE 
BROUGHT OUR SALVATION INTO 8EINQI AND THROUGH THAT SAME SUF-
FERING HE ENTERED INTO Hts STATE OF EXALTATION, IN WHICH HE 
' 
WAS CRO~NEO WITH GLORY AND HONORe 8uT WMIN THE AUTHOR TELLS 
US THI S1 HE QI YES US A NOTH ER PROOF OF' CNR 1ST' S TRUE HUMANITY, 
FOR HE ASCRIBES su,,ERI NC TO Heu. WHICH su,,.ERINCS DOES TN£ 
AUTHOR HAVE IN MINO HERE? WITHOUT DOUBT .HE UEANS ALL THE SUF-
FERINGS WHICH JESUS ENDURED THROUGHOUT Hts ENTIRE STATE OF 
HUMILIATION (OF'e f.ATe 2 1 131 LICe 2, IFl'e)e THERE 18 NOTHING 
IN THE PASSACE THAT .NDICAT£8 ONLY THE "PASSIO UAGNA"• 
IN Clf• 13, 12 WE READI ~(~ ' . -'T - ~/ C / ( ' -I<-( C -""1 cro vs) l Vo( I)(~( o( ~11 0 (Cl( ICI V 
.> C ~ • c/ ' ' / >IC -
t ~ lo u ~ <.~ "'-,os -.ov Ao<..()v( E-.) w -,-~ ~ .,,b}.415 "e-"11c:ie8 e-v- (~WHERE,oRE 
JE~UB ALSO, IN ORDER THAT HE MIGHT SANCTtrv THE PEOPLE WITH 
HIS OWN 8LOOD 1 SUFFERED OUTSIDE 01' THE GATE".) THE YER8t 
t HAS THE ME~NIN8, . "TO PURIFY av EXPIATION" (TO FRIE 
l3e ReCeHe LENSKI, THE INTERPRETATION OF .THE EPISTLE 
TO THC .HEBREWS AND o, THE EPflTLE OF JAMES, P. 82e 
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,ROM THE QUILT OF IIN)e THAT THl8 IS THE MEAN I NQ CW TH~ 
C I 
AUTHOR IS CLEAR FROU THE P'AOT · THAT HE CONNEOTIP<'(to<<r-t1 Wl' TN 
THE au,FERINQ OF' CHRIST, Al . HE DOES IN OH. 10, 10.14.29. IT 
VIAS THE PURPOSE OF JESUS TO CLEANSE THE PEOPLE or THE IR GUI LT 
{ ' - , ' / T HR OU Q H HI 8 S UF F' ER I NC A ND DE A TH • TN E PH I ASE• ~ {o( ,o u <. \l l O V 
c/ 
~1fl()(.T05 , PUTS THE EUPHASI S ON JESUS I BLOOD IN 00 NT RAST WITH 
THE BLOOD OF BEASTS OFFERED . UP UNDER THE OLD COVENANT, WHICH 
OP'VERlfHIS DID NOT AND COULD NOT CLEANSE THE PEOPLE OF THEIR 
GUILT. Tov A()(.o~-THIS IS AN EXPRESSION THA'I' IS FREQUENTLY USED 
IN THE NEW TESTAflENT TO DESIGNATE THE JEWISH PEOPLE, AND THAT, 
NO OOU8T1 18 THE SE:NSE IN WHICH IT IS USED HEREe (CPe CHe 2, 
f7J 7, 271 9 1 7.19.) THE REASON FOR THIS IS NOT HARD TO FIHOe 
FOR ONE THING, THE AUTHOR I.S 11/RITINC. TO HEBREWS. THEN, Too, 
IN THIS PASSAGE ANO THE PR ECEDI NC. VERSE HE REFERS . 01 RECTLY TO 
. . 
AN OLD TESTAMENT SIN-OFFE·RIN• \WHICH Goo HAO ORDAINED FOR THE 
PEOPLE OF ISRAEL• BUT 8 Y NO MEANS AR£ WE TO UNDER STA ND TH AT 
THE AUTHOR LIMITS THE ATONEMENT OF . CHRIST TO THE ISRAELtTESe 
TO UN .DERSTAND HIM IN THAT WAY WOULD MAKE . NIU CONTRADICT HIM-
SELF, FOR IN CHe 2, 9 HE SAYS THAT JESUS TASTED 0, DEATH FOR 
EVERY L1AN, . ANO IN OH• 2, 15 HE SAYS THAT JESUS CAME TO "DELI-
VER THEr.t1 \YHO THROUGH l'EAR OF DEATH WERE ALL THEf R LIFITIMI 
8U8JECTTO . ~ONOAGE"• WHICH, OF COURSE1 APPLIES TO ALL YEN. 
>) /;_ - I\ 
THE STATEMENT•. €\.W 1A.fS iTV"4~· , t 8 VERY INTERESTING• HERE 
1-THE AUTHOR REFERS TO THE FACT THAT JESUS WAS CRUCll'IED OUT-
SIDE OF THE CAT!S OF JEltUSALEM, AND HE CONNECTS THIS WITH THE 
OLD TESTAMENT PRAOTI CE OF' 8 URNI JIG THE BODI ES t\F T~E BEASTS, 
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WHOS&: BI.OOD WAS U8£,0 AS A 81 N-OF'l'ER fNQ IN THE TABERNACLE, OUT• 
SIDE OP' THE CAt.APe THE POINT OP' THE AUTHOR IS OLIARe HI 
WANTS TO SHOW HIS READERS THAT JEsus• ALL-SU~FtOIENT SACRIP'IOE 
f'C?R THE SIHS OF !IEN WAS FREED F'ROU ALL OOMUUIION WITH JUDAISM, 
BECAUSE IT 'I/AS PEl'{F'ORUEO OUT SI DE OF THE "CAl.tP" rffw ,..ij,;, '11t1,s) t 
ANO THAT THEREFORE THOSE WHO DESIRE TO EAT OF THE . ALTAR OF 
CHRIST (Ve 10) MUST DEPART OUT Qr JUOAI StA AND GO FORTH UNTO 
CHRI 8T WITHOUT THE CAMP (Ye 13)e 
' SouE COMMENTATORS HAVE FOISTED SOME VERY FAR-FETCHED 11-
.,1 \ 
TERPRETAT i ONS ON THI 8 Esw r,ijs 71<.JA~!S • FOR EXAMPLE, II THE 
' 1EXPOS1 TOR'S GREEK TEST AUE NT" WE Fl NO THE FO 1:.LOWI HQ C OMUE NT ON 
OHe ' 13, 12s 111'.HE BURNING OF TM£ VICTtU (l~E~, THE 9[AST8 
BURNED OUTSIDE OF THE CAMP UNDER THE O~o COVENANT) w~s NOT IN• 
TENDED TO SUBLIIAATE OUT TO GET RID OF IT• THE BODY PLAVS NO 
PART IN THE ATONING ACT, IND HAS IN ,ACT NO SfQNfFIOANCE AP'TER 
THE ' BLOOD HAS BEEN DRAINED ,RoM ITe THE 1..fFE, AND THEREFORE 
THE ATONtrtG ENERGY, R!StDES IN THE BLOOD ANO ' ttl ' THE 81.00D 
ALONE• ON THE WRITER I 8 SCHEME• THt N1 NO P'UNOTI ON 18 LEFT FOR 
THE BODY OF JESU Se IT 18 THROUGH Ht& OWN BLOOD, THAT HE MUST 
SANCTIFY THE PEOPLE. IT IS THUS INEVITABLE THAT WHILE THE 
,. 
, ; 
WRITER FULLY RECOGNIZES THE P-ACT OF THE REl~.RRECTH>N a, . 1 .. 
CHAI ST (Ve 20), HE CAN ASSI CN NO PLACE TO t't lN HIS ARGUMENT 
OR ATTACH TO IT ANY THEOLQCICAL SIGNIFIOANOEtte ---IF' THE 
AUTHOR CAN ATTACH NO THEOLOGICAL SfQNfFIC·ANCE TO THE RESUR-
RECTION OF CHRIST, THEN WHAT IS HE TALKING ABOUT f_N CHe 13, 
20, WHERE HE s AYSI "Now THE Goo • PIAOE, THAT I RO UQHT A GAi I 
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FROM THI DEAD OUR LORD JEaua, THAT GREAT SHE,HERD OF tit£ 
SHltEP, T:HROUGH THE BLOOD OF THE EVERLASTINQ OOYENAIT, MAICE 
vou PERFECT IN EVERY G0°00 WORK TO DO HIS WILL, V,GRICI H IN 
VOU THAT 
0
\"/H ICH 18 \VELLPLEA.StNG II NII 81 GMT9 THROUGH JEIUI 
CHRISTI TO WHOII BE GLORY P'OR EVER AND EVER• AIIEN'•" 
/ 
> £-rrt<.Bf::V- TH IS t & THE. I IIPOltTANT WORD OF THE PAIIAGE, AS 
f'AR AS OUR PURPOSES A RE CONC ERNID• JESUS SUP'FERED, AN.O HE 
SUFFERED IN SUCH A WAY AS TO SHED Hts OWN 9LOoo. ,, ANYONE 
WOULD SAY THAT THE 8Uf'F'ERI NGS Of' JESUS WERE NOT HUMAN SUF'l'ER-
1 NGS, LET HIM NOTE THAT THE AUTHOR HERE 'CONNECTS JESUS' su,-
FERING ~ TH Hts BLOOD• ANY SU~FERINQ THAT 18 CONNECTED WITH 
THE SHEDDING OF HUMAN BLOOO, 18 HUMAN SUFFERING• HERE, THEN, 
IS ANOTHER PROOF OF TH'E TRUE HUMAN ITV OF CHRIST. 
So FAR WE HAVE BE£tj CONSIDERING ONLY PASSAGES WHICH 'AS-
CRIBE TO JESUS HUMAN SUFFERING• LET US NOW LOOK AT SOME OF' 
THE PASSAGES THAT ASCRlai DEATH TO HIM. IN OH. 13, 20 WI 
CA ( \ ~ ' •.- . :lo / e. :> ' > - ' 
RE AD I U o e ti <e:oS T>t-fS" e-le"f VAfSJ o ~11.(do(r()JV (;~ VEKpu>V.,. -,-0 V 
l(uetoV Af,Ll;v/14<rovv ... ( "NOW ·THE Goo o, PEACE t THE ONE WHO BRO US HT 
AGAIN FROM THE DEAD•••• OUR L~RD JESUS•••") ·TIIE EJCPREISIOII, 
ce' -... , > I 
0 G-OS T4S E '<{)..C., VA-($ 
(CF• Ro u • I 5, 331 I 6, 
, "THt GOD OF' PEACE", 18 VERY COMMON. 
201 PHIL . . .... 91 2 CoR. 13, ... J 'fNE,ss. 
5, 23.) IT OAN BE UNDERSTo·oo AS IIEANINQ EITHER "THE Goo OP' 
8ALVATION", WNO 8RINC1S PEACE TO YEN av &EITOWING HII SA'-VA-
TION ON THEM, OR "THE Goo OF' PEACE", ,.t., Goo, WNO ,RODUCEI 
PEACE. IN THIS PAltTIOULAR VERSE IT COULD BE TAKEN IITHER 
C. > / 
WAY • . THE PARTICIPLE,_ 0 ,<v;;(~o(~tl.)V t l'URTHElt CHA.RACTERIZEI 
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800 AS THE Goo WHO RAISED CHRIST FROM THE DEAD AND THUS SANO• 
TIONED AND ATTESTED Has REDE,M,TIYE YIORK. Sot.IE HAVE TRIED TO 
, I 
READ I t~TO TH IS o(v..<Q,,<()'<LJV THE · I DEA OF JESUS' EXALTATION INTO 
HEAVEN, BUT IT IS HARO.L.Y .PROPER TO l>O THIS SINCE IT IS EXPRES-
..> ,..... 
SLY CON NEOTED Wt TH €: t< VGl<'et.Vv. 
,, 
THE WORD V~KfOS MEANS, "DE-
CEASED• DEPARTED, DEAD"·• AS IT IS USED IN THU PASSAGE IT 
SIMPLY UEANS THAT JESUS .WAS NUU8EREO AMONG THE D~AD AND THAT 
~ ' . . 
Goo BROUGHT HIM FROM AMON8 THEU. HERE, THEN, WE HAVE A CLEAR 
TESTI fJONY TO THE P.ACT THAT CHRIST WAS AMONG THE DEAD• HE 
DIED. A PROOF OF Has HUUANITY?f YES, 8EOAUSE MEN 011. 
:>- ' .> ' (/ . I 
IN C He 2 9 14 VIE RE AD& t=. 7f <5:l O () V ,~ ,T<X.<.~<..o<. Kt:1-<Dl VWVtlf 1(€-V 
CI' \. / ' , \ \ I / ~/ . 
«lf' °'- TOS ><olt (jo((:J<OS
1 
J<e>(L o{UTOS 7f(l(.eo<.7tAA-frTlWS f<-c•t:-u1,.. €-V 
- , - c/' \ ' - /, / / ' \ . / ,wv o(<.JT"W") tvo<. ~(."" TOU t7c(Vd.TOC) Ko(ro<p~4cr11 -rov -ro l<fo<.TCS 
:>I _ e I ~ >I \ ( /(J. \ · 
<=)(ovTo<.ToV o(.V~-Cau,,ov,1e<r·nv : -,.cv ~to(\...,O}.OV- ("S&NOE THEN THE 
CHILDREN AR£ SHARERS OF FLESH AND BLOOD, HE HfUSELF ALSO IN 
THE. SAME WAY TOOK PART OF THE SAIIE 9 THAT THROUGH DEATH HE f.llQHT 
&RI NG TO NOUGHT HIU TMAT H·As THE POYI ER OF DEA'nf 9 THAT IS, THE . . . 
DEVtL••~") THE WORDS 
• c/ \ ' -
THAT CONCERN US HERE ARE: tVo<. c:]C.(I(. ToU 
I I 
eolv"'-10V Ko<1o<'p~4q-11 ' ' / .,1 - " / ,ov -ro K'(!«-TtJS E)(ovr..( ,ov t;,o(.vo<.,ov, 
- , >I ' ( I /J. \ 
-rbVT E(f-rc.v -r~v ~C.o{t-JOAOV, (FOR COMMENTS ON THE FIR ST PART o, TH IS 
VER SE SEE P • 8 F, • ) e : Vol.. To S ~ "TH E OE AT H OF TH E 90 0 Vt I • E • t 
THAT SEPARATION OF' THE SOUL FROU THE BODY BV WHICH THE LIFE ON 
/ 
EARTH , s EN'E> EO" (TH AYER>. K o(Tt( e !A-f cr11 - EXPRESSES THE I DE A OF 
DEPRI VINQ SOMETHING .OR SOMEONE OF FORCE9 INFLUENCE, OR PO\YERe 
- " , , .>1 v _ e / _ , .>/ , c , a \ 
I ov -ro ~~otTos e'\ov,o< -rov o<.vol..rou, ,ovr c:=<r"·nv ,ov o<.o<r:..,o./lov -
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"HI U HAVING THE PO~ ER OF DEATH 1 THAT 18 1 THE DEVIL"• THE 
ITATEUE 'NT .THAT THE DEVIL HAS TH£ POWER OR RULE OF DEATH OAN 
BEST BE UNDERSTOOD IN THE LfQHT o, Ro u. s, 12. StN ENTERED 
INTO THE ,WORLD AS A RESULT OF THE ENTICEMENT OF THE DEVIL, 
AffD WITH SI N CAUE DEATHe MEN DIE BECAUSE OF SINt ANO THE 
FATHER OF SIii IS THE OEYILe IN VIE W OF THIS, .AND KEEPING IN 
MIND HOVI SATAN ,USES THE THOUCIHT Of' DEATH, 80TH TEUPOR~L AND 
ETERNAL, TO· FILL MEN 1 S HEARTS WITH TERROR 1 IT IS CLEAR WHV 
THE AUTH OR OF HEBREWS SPEAICS >OF' THE DEVIL AS HAYING THE POWER 
OF DEATHe IT VI AS .THIS TE_RRI 8LE RULE OF THE DEVIL THAT JESUS 
CAME TO BRI NC TO NOUGHT. ANO HO~ 010 HE DO IT?---av DYING 
' • I ' 
Ht MSELF. BENGEL NOTE~ THA~ HERE ~ E HAVE A PARADOX. HE s~vs: 
»JESUS MORTE M PASSUS VICITJ DIABOLUS UORTEM Vl8RANS SUCCU-
BUtT".14 
It~ ORDER TO CONQ.Ul:R DEATH JESUS DIEDe IN ORDER TO DIE 
HE BECAME A 11 SHARER OF Ft.,ESN AND BLOOD", AS THE AUTHOR POINTS 
OUT I H THE Fl R ST PART OF TH IS VERSEe ONCE AQ Al N WE ARE FACED 
WI TH AN f NCONTROVERTA8LE CONCLUSI ONI JESUS HAS A TIUE HU U AN 
NATURE 1 FOR HE DIEOe 
cl' y / A - c. ' ' IN CHe 21 9 'il l!: READi .... 07TuJS '\Kf<-'<l C:7€-01./ UTIEe Tfo<. V T o s 
/ ,.... / . . 
d'e- u<r4f'ii<.l C7(){Vo(10U - ("•••THAT HE BY THE QRACE o, GOD 
SHOULO TASTE DEATH FOR EVERY IA AN 11 ,) THE ,tRST TH.NG WE NOTE 
HERE IS THAT THERE 19 A VARIANT READINQe IN SOME MANUSCRIPTS 
THE WORDS, Xwr ~~ (!,E:ou. APPEAR tNSTl~O o,X.ofe vr( ec:-()(.) • 
THE READING, Xwe'ts eE:oLJ I MUST BE REJECTED SINCE IT 18 
14. QUOTED . I N L0NEMANN 1 !.f.• ~•• Pe 44fe 
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,ouNO ONLY IN A ,Ew MINOR UANUS0RIPT8e tURTHERMOIIII, 1, IT 
18 CONHOTED WITH 0ciu(T4-,--o<.t etX.VjTOU t IT COULD POSSIBLY 
EXPRESS A THOUGHT TH AT IS ENTIRELY ALI EN TO THE HOLY SCRIP-
TURES, NAMELY 1 THE IDEA THAT JESUS TASTED DEATH WITHOUT HU 
DEITYe TtlE NESTORIANS UADE USE OF THIS READING 1'0 EXPRESS 
THE NOTION THAT JESUS TASTED DEATH 11 WITHOUT Goon, ,., •• WITH-
OUT THE PARTICIPATION OF Hts GODHEAD, WITH THE UEIIIE SHARINQ 
OF Hts HUMAN ITV IN DEATH. SUCH ,. THOUQHT ts, OF' COURSE, UN-
SCRll'TURAL AND IS THEREFORE TO 8£ RIJEOTEOe IN ALL PROBAB-
ILITY THE WORDS 1 ~t.Vf'c.S e€-OU , WERE ADDED AS A Ql,.OSS TO 
THE WORDS OF Ve 8, "HE LEF'T NOTHINQ THAT 18 NOT PUT UNDER 
HIM", BECAUSE OF STe PAUL'S STATEMENT IN I CoR~ 15, 27, "BUT 
WHEN HE SAITH, ALL THfNQ,S ARE PUT UNDER HltJ, IT IS MANIFEST 
THAT HE IS EXCEPTED, WHICH DID PUT ALL TH t NQS UNDER Hf M"• A 
LATER TRAN8CRf8ER THEN ~RRONEOUSLY REQARl~O THIS QLOSS AS A 
CORRECTION OF x:flT< t:Je00 IN Ve 9 AND INSERTED IT INTO 
THAT VERSEe IS 
WHAT ARE \'JE TO UNOERS1'AND av THE STATEUENT THAT JESUS 
"TASTED DEATH" 8V THE GRACE OF' Goo ( Xol'et-r( 8<=-00 )? 
NOTHttH~ ELSE THAN THIS, THAT IT WAS THE GRACE ANO LOVE OF 
Goo THAT \7ERE THE SUPREME CAUSE OF' THE ltE8EEJJINC DEATH Of' 
CHRIST (CPe RoY. 5, 8; GALe 2, 21.)e THIS TRUTH IS BROUQHT 
~ ' / ~ 
INTO CLEARER LIGHT BY UTiE-e 1io<.VTOSe /l~YT()5 AS IT IS 
C / 
USED HER~ MEANS ff£VERYONE 11 , ANO C~NNECTED WITH UTl<:-(J IT EJ-
l5e CFe LUNEMANN,.!.!!.•~•• Pe 421-422. 
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PRESSES THE IOEA THAT JESUS TASTED DEATH ON BEHAL, o, E,ERY-
ONEe THE AUTHOR, IT IS TO BE NOTED, U·SES ,THE SI NCULAR, 11 
OR~ER TO BRING OUT THE BLESSED TRUTH THAT CHRIST DIED ON BE-
H ALF OF EACH t NO I Y t DU AL I N TH E "U M AN R AC E • THE X' b(f l S 6- €- oo 
I S NOW CLE AR. IT \VAS THE GRACE AND LOVE OF Goo l'OR ALL MEN 
THAT MOVED Htu TO SEND HIS ONLY-BE~OTTEN SON INTO THE WORLD 
~ ,I 
TO "TASTE DEATH"• /(i;LJ<f',t,{,o(.<. 6:l.V,<Tou- REPRESENTS · THE EXPERIENCE 
OF DEATH UNDER THE FIGURE OF TASTING 01' THE SAMEe THIS SAME 
FIQ URE IS USED IN UK. 9, I a LK. 9, 27a JN. ·8, 52, ANO ,s 
EVIDEr•TLY ONLY A MORE SIGHIFICANT EXPRESSION FOR THE ORDtNARY 
> A. / 
P(T1o o v41-S-K<=:LV • I H VIE \'I OF' TH IS IT IS DOUBTFUL THAT THE 
AUTBOr. us :: o THE EXPRESSION TO CONVEY THE IDEA OF' THE 8RIEP' 
DURATION OF' CHf!tST 1 S DEATH 1 OR THE IDEA OF THE BITTERNESS OF 
D£ATHe BUT WHETHER ·THE ' AUTHOR HAO SUOH THINGS IN MINO, Cft 
NOT, THE FACT REUAINS THAT tN THIS PASSAGE HE ASCRf8ES DEATH 
TO JESUS, ANO THUS WE HAVE AH OTHER · PROOF OF THE TRUE HUUAN-
fTY OF CHRISTe 
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SU!,1MARY OF THE FIR ST PART 
THE ~ACT THAT OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST HAS A ' TRUE HUMAN 
NATURE IS CLEARLY PROVED BY THE EPISTLE TO THE HE8REws. IT 
ASCRl8ES TO Hnu 
I. HUMAN WAMES, CHe 2, 6 
2. HUMAH FLESH AND BLOOD, CH. 2, 14a to, ~9.20 
3. HU I.UN DESCENT, CHe 7 1 14 
' 
4 .• A HUMAN aoov, CH. 10, 10 
5e HUMAN EMOTIONS, CH• 5 1 · 7 
6• HUMAff SUFFERING ANO DEATH, OHe 2, IOJ 13, 12J 13, 20J 
2, 14J 2, 9 
THAT JESUS HAD A REALLY NUMAN BIRTH IS NOT SPECl,IOALLY 
STATE0 1 BUT 11' ts OERTAINLf IMPLIED IN OH. 2, 17. 
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PART II 
TM~ PiCULI ARITIE S or CHRIST'S HUMAN NATUR £. 
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CHAPTER ONEa THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS ASCRIBES TO CHRIST'S 
HUMAN NATURE PERFECT 8INLl8SNIS1e 
ALTHOUGH JESUS as TRUE 11AM, CON8U88TANTIAL WITH ALL 
~ ,, 
OTHER MEN ( Of oov<:rlo<.S t OONSUISTANTI ALI s), NEVERTHELE81 
Hts HUMAN NATURE HAS CERTAIN PECULIARITIES (PROPRIETATE8 IN-
OIYIDUALES) THAT ARE NOT FOUIO IN OTHER HUIIAN 8EINGle 
SEVERAL OF THESE PEOULIARITIES ARE SPOKEN OF 11 THE EPISTLE 
TO THE HE8RE\7Se THE FIRST ONE WE SHALL NOTE IS CHRIST'S 
PERFECT SINLESSNESSe 
UNDEFILED, SEPARATE FROM SINNERS, AND BECOME HIGHER THAN THE 
HEAVENS. WHO DO ES NOT NEED DAI LY, AS THE Hl, QH PRIESTS, TO 
OFFER UP SACRl,tOESt FIRST FOR HIS O\VN SIN~, ANO THEN FOR 
THOSE OF THE PEOPLE"•) TotoV,()S- RE,ERS BACK TO ALL THAT 
HAS BEEN SAID ABOUT A PRIESTHOOD a,TER THE ORDER OF 
MELCHIZIDEKe 
;,I 
, v I 
"SUCH" A HIGH PRIEST (c:,<pA.l~r E-US ) 'tYAS ,1T• 
Tl NG ( f--7TPE-71E:V ) FOR us. THE AUTHOR THEN "' OCEEDS TO QI YE 
SOME OF THE CHARACTERISTICS 01" THIS NIQH PRIESTe 
e/,.o <ftoS- "UNDEFILED BY SIN, l'RIE F'ROU WICKEDNESS, PURI, 
HOLY"• IN THE SEPTUAGINT THE WORD IS USED CHtEl'LY AS A TRANS-
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LATI ON OF 1 7 c) 71. . r 
~ / 
At<.,<J<os- 11 \YITHOUT GUILE OR F'RAUD, HARMLESS, ,.RIE FROM 
..,A, / ' / . 'A / . 
GUILT"• CHRYSOSTOM SAYSI f<Q(Kt;S tl EcJ"T<.v'j TiOVA-t~~S, 
~ X c1 , , c/ , / . . / \ / 
OU U7TOVA.06, Ko<<. OTi. TOlOUTOS) o<.l<'OV<E:,OV77fO'f.A-fTOtJ AG--
>o (' > / A ( I\ .> - • I . , - . f 6 Gov-rE~. voe E:.V()€:t1A-f c)Ol\0~ E-V -,-~ rf''T'Oft-"'-7< !1(V7()t), (ISA. 53, 9) • 
"NOT DEFILED, UNSOILED, ,REE FROM THAT av 
WHICH THE fUTURE OF A THING ts DEl"ORf.tED AND DE8ASED, OR ITS 
FORCE Al~D VIGOR IUPAIRED". (c,. Js. ,. 27a 1 ' PET. ,. 4.) 
}( • , I > '- - c \ -
<=>(~ L<I"f-EVOS o("J'JO -rwv ?~TWA UJ\/ - "SEPARATED 
FROPA SINNERS"• SOME COMMENTATORS LOOIC UPON THIS AS A RE-
FERENCE TO JESus• EXALTATION IN HEAVEN, WHERE HE IS SEPA-
RATED FROtct SIIUERS AND OANNOT BE DEFILED BY THEMel7 THEY 
POINT TO THE PRACTICE otr ·· THE 0LO TESTAMENT HIGH PRIESTS WHO 
HAO TO PRESERVE THEMSELVES FREE FROU DE,.ILEUENT (LEVe 21, 
IOFF)e ANO OITE THE TALMUD WNIOH STATES THAT BEFORE THE 
QREAT DAY OF ATONEtJENf THE NIGH PRIEST HAD TO SPEND. SEVEN 
' DAYS IN THE TEMPLE, APART FRON His FAMILY, IN ORDER TO BE 
SECURED AGAINST DEFILEMENTe BUT SUCH A VIE\Y IS UNTENABLE• 
DURING ALL THE. DAvs ' oF HIS SOJOURN ON ' EARTH
0
J!SUS WAS IN 
ALIAOST COtlSTANT CONTACT WITH SI NFttL MEN AND WAS NEVER DE-
FILED BY THEMe WHY THEN MUST HE 8E TAKEN INTO HEAVEN TO 
8E SEPARATED FROU SINNERS, so AS ~OT TO 8E DEFILED ev THEY? 
FURTHERMORE, IFe ACCORDI .NG TO THE EXAMPLE 01' THE OLD TESTA-
16. Q.UOTED IN LUNEUANNe .!!!,• JU.!.•• P. 574 (FOOTNOTE). 
17. LUNEMANN, SLEEK, THOLUOKe 0AYIDSON 1 ET ALe 
3'7 
IHNT 1 JESUS HAO TO SEPARATE HIMSELF ,.ROM SINNERS TO PROTECT 
Hll1SE
0
LF FROM BECOMING DEFILED, WHY 010 TH 18 SEPARATION TAICE 
PLACE AFTER THE SACRIFICE ON CALVARY? IT SEEM& TO US THAT 
IF ANY SEPARAT·ION F 'ROfA Sf NtlERS WAS NEEOED TO '-!UARD AGAINST 
DEFI LEUEf~T (ACCOR DI NG TO . THE EXAMPLE: OF THE 0LO TESTAUEN.T 
HICi' PRIESTS) 1 IT S>!OULO HAVE TAKEN PLACE BIP'ORE THE SACRI• 
/ .) ' ---. 
,acE. THEREFORE WE HOLD THAT K.fi:>(_lU(?c.(ffl'GV05 ek"1TO Tt.VV 
~tto<(>7WAWV MEANS SI UP,LV THAT JESUS WAS IEPARAT ED F'ROtA SINNERS 
8ECAUSE Of' HIS SINLESSNESS. THE EXPRESSION IUR£LV REVEALS 
HOW DIF"FEREN'.1' JESUS WAS FROU OTHER UEN IN TNIS RESPECT. 
Y
e \/ ::, . -- / 
y4110Te-eot;. cWI( ov~~ Vt»V o(;:Vof~V0S- 11 UA~E HI QHER THAii THI 
HE AVEHS" 1 CLE AR LV R £FER S TO THE A !l~E, SI OR I NTO NE AV[i.. 
THUS THE WR IT ER OF THE EPISTLE TO THE Ht&RE\7S ASCRI SES 
TO THE HUtAAN NATURE OP' CHR 1ST PERFECT SI NLESSNESSe T ,HAT HE 
IS TALl<IN' ABOUT CH~IST'S HUIAAN NATURE IS CLEAR F"ROU THE 
FACT THAT HE ASCRI BE:S THIS SINLESSNESS TO OUR GREAT HIQH 
PR I E :n • AN D THE HUM AN I TY OF CH R IS T CAN NOT 8 E SE PAR ATE D F' RO M 
Ht S HIQH-PRI ESTL,"f OFFICE• HE IS •1ERY EMPHATIC ABOUT THIS 
SINLESSNESS, AS CAN BE SEEN FROM HIS CHOt,OE OF WORt,S• 
HE OOES ON IN THE NEXT VERSE (V. 27) TO SAY SOMETHING 
c'o > ;, /\I 
IL.SE ABOUT TIHS SI NLESSNE IS OF" CHRI STe S OUK <=-1\. E-l. • • •, 
;,I .1,. /< I 
,,<Y,\)'K"7V,-LITERAL_LY,. 11 WHO DOES NOT HAVE NEO_ESSI TY"• l<oll) ~fl<=-
c/ C > .\/ ,.._ 
pP<.v- "DAI LY''• ._ OR -"D.AV 8 ,Y DAY", lVCT1lc:~ Ol O(('J\lE-e~l.S - "AS 
THE HI CIH PRIEST&", THE Hl~H PRIESTS OF THE OLD COVENANT, 
I C ' - -, ( / C - A / ..> ./ 
1ifoTe:eov U 1TE-(? ,wv l ~ ll.~'11 P<.f-()(t'TL Wv' t::J LJ(f <.o<S o(. v'~ f E-f ~<. V, 
,I - \ _...., 
€7T&(-r-<. tlUV -rov /\o(Ot) - "P'IRST P'OR HIS OWN SI NS TO o,-
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,ER UP 9ACRIFICE 1 THEN ,oR THE PEOPLE
1 1"• THE AUTHOA HERE 
STATES THAT THE OLD TESTAME HT HIGH PR IE BTS oar,EREO UP SACRI-
FICES DAILV 1 FIRST FOR , THEIA OVIN SINS, AND THEN FOR THE SIIIS 
OF THE PEOPLE. TH IS STATEMENT HAS PUZZLED IUN V COUME NT ATOR S 
BECAUSE THEY ARE OF THE OPINION 'tHAT THE OLD TESTAYENT HtGH 
P R I .E ST S D I D N 'rf' OF' F E R U P S UC H S A CR I F I C I! S E V ER Y D A Y • HO YI£ V E R 1 
IN I CHRON. 16, 40 WE ARE TOLD THAT THE PRIESTS OFFERED UP 
BURNT OFFERINGS UNTO THE LORD OOHTI NUALLY "MORNING AND EVEN-
I NG"• Jos EPHUS ALSO STATE$ THAT THE HIGH PR IE STS WENT up TO 
THE TE MPLE WITH THE OT HER PRIESTS TO TAKE PART IN THE SACRI-
FI Cl AL SERVICE AS OFTEN AS THEY \'/ERE SO UINDEo.18 PHILO ALSO 
REMARKS THAT IN THE DAI LY SACRIFICE THE PRIESTS OFFERED THE 
OBLATIOr~ F'OR THEMSE\. YES, BUT TH.E LAMa·s ,oR THE PEOPLE.1 9 h 
ANOTV.ER PASSAGE HE STATES THAT .THE HIGH PR 11ST OFfl'.ERED A DAI-
LY SACRIFICE.20 THE TALMUD ALSO TESTt FIES TO THIS POINT, 
THEREF'ORE 1 THERE IS NO NEED FOR US TO BEIN DOUBT IN THIS 
MATTER 1 NEITHER IS IT NECESSARY FOR US TO MAKE THE AUTHOR SAY 
SO METHINC HE OBVIOUSLY. OOESNOT INTltND TO SAV 1 AS FOR EXA MPLE, 
. J c. I 
TO FOR CE UPON Ko<.8 4fl€-ePlv THE St GNI ,a CATt ON, "VEARLY1 ON A 
DEFINITE DAY"• 
18. CP. JOSEPHUS, OE BELLO JuDAIC0 1 v., 5.7. 
19. PHILO, Qu1s RER. DIVIN. HAER., ,. 505 A (WITH MANCEY 
I. P. 497.) 
20. PHILO, OE SPECIALL. LEGCe 1 '• 797 E (WITH MANCEY, 11 1 
,. 321. 
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THE 0L D TESTA PAE NT HI CH PRIESTS WE RE C OflPELLED TO OF F£R 
DAILY SACRIFICES FtRSTFOR THEIR OWN SINS, AND THEN FOR THE 
SINS OF THE P.EOPLEe BuT, AS THE AUTHOR POINTS OUT, IT WAS 
NOT NECESSARY ,oR ~ESUS, THE GREAT Ht QH PR I EST, TO Of'FER UP 
SACRI Ff CES F'OR Ht S OWN SI NS• WHY?•-aEcAUSE HE WAS 8 t NLESS. 
....... ' , / ~ / 
AT THE END OF' v. 27 WE READ& ,ovro ~~(: ~iTC>(~(f"E\/ E:Cf°'--
c. \ , • / i1o<f €-o(l)TO\/o<'.~€-V,€Q~S -"FOR TH 18 NE DID ONO Et. \YHE N HE OFFERED 
UP NflASE·LF'"• SouE COMMENTATORS UAl(E THIS STA'f'EUENT RE,ER 
BACK TO .ALL. OF Ve 27, WITH THE R_ESULT THAT TH.E STATEMENT 
THEN I MPLIES THAT JESUS HAD TO OFFER UP A SAORtf'tCE FOR Hts 
t TOO& THEY THEN PROCEED TO QI VE A WATERED-
c / 
OOWN DEFINITION OF THE Q(f-ol...e"f(o<.<. OF' JESUS. ~ WHICH IS CO Ii -
~ 
TRAR V TO ALL SORIPTlltE, AND TO THE LINGUISTIC USE OFo<f-<X'.p-
I 
"Lt o<.. l • THI s, OF COURSE, IS NONSEN SEe THE STATEMENT, T~TO 
.) . / 
.• .• oc'.Ve-V(=~K~S IS F'ORC~O BY THE CONTEXT (vv. 26 AND 28) TO 
REFER TO THE Ofl'FERI NG UP OP' A SACRIFICE FOR THE SI NS OF THE 
PEOPLE. THIS JESUS DID ONCE WHEN HE "OFFERED UP HtMSELF"• - . 
THE POI NT TH AT THE AUTHOR WANTS TO BRIN~ OUT IN VV• 26 AND 
27 tS THAT THE OLD TESTAMENT PRIESTS WERE SINFUL AND INFIRII 
ANO HAD TO REPEAT THEIR SACRIFJCES OVER AND OVER AQAllt BUT 
JltBUS 18 PERFECTLY SINLESS, AND THE ONI SACRIFICE HE OF'P'ERED 
UP IS PER,ECT AND OOMPLET!e IT IS A ' CONTRiSTI NG ·o, SINFUL-
NESS WITH SINLESSNe:ss, OF MANY SACRll'l'CES "WITH ONE SACRIFICE. 
IN THIS PASSAf:E (CHe 7, 26e27) TME WRITER OP' THE E PISTLE 
TO THE HEBREWS A SCRIBES A 9SOLUTE SINLESSNESS TO JESUS• IT 
WOULD BE UTTER FOLLY TO ASCRIBE ltN OF ANY KIND TO HUI IN 
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THE ,ACE Of' THIS PASSACEe To DO SO WOULD . ONLY CONTRAOtCT 
DIRECTl:.Y WHAT THE 'NSPl"RID WRITER TELL$1 US HEREe TH&:IUVORE 
WE HOLD, ON THE BASIS Ofl' T-1119 PA8SAQ.E 1 .THAT CHRIST WAS NOT . . 
ONLV ,u:E -FROM ACTUAL a,N (PECCATUlot ACTUALE), 8UT ALS9 FROM 
ORIQINAL SIN (PECCATUU ORl. lfltA&.E)e IT 18. TRUE T~AT HE AS-
SUMED HUMAN ,.LESH Mq> RLO<'t (CHe 2 1 14), 8UT IN ·SO DO I NG HE 
DID NOT BEOOfAE A SHARER OF THE HEREDITARY OORRUPTI ON OR THE 
HEREDITARY GUILT WHIOH ARE IMPUTED TO ALL OTHER MEN. How 
IT WAS POSSI 8LE fOR ~ES.US TO DO THIS I S 1 OfF CO UR SE, EI-
PLAI NED BY THE F'ACT THAT Hes COtJCEPTtON WAS OF A SUPERNATURAL 
NATUREe tilt WAS CONOEf.VED BV THE HOLY GHOST (MTe I, 18J LKe 
I 
I, 35). HE OID NOT OOME FROPA SINFUL SEEDe 
If' IT BE ARQUED TliAT SINCE JESUS WAS WITHOUT ORIGINAL 
SIN HE COULD ~OT HAVE HA .D A TRUE HUMAN NATURE, BECAUSE ALL 
MEN BY NATURE ARE TAINTED WI TH ORIGINAL 81 N 1 . WE REPLV 1"AT 
SUCH AN ARGUf.lENT IS NOT VALID• Sp, DOES NOT BEL.ONG TO THE 
ESSENCE OF MAN• IT 18 AN "ACOIDSN&n, SOMETHING THAT NUMAN 
NATURE HAS AC~UI RED AS ·A RISULT OF THE FALL.e THER .EFOR E, 
8EI NQ A !A!, DOES NOT NECESSARILY INVOLVE BEi NG A SINNER, 
ANO THUS tT \VAS WITH JE&us. HE WAS, fNDEED, A TRUE MAN, 
BUT HE ¥/AS A MA~. WIT,NOUT s, Ne BUT THAT VERY ,ACT DI STlfi-
QUISHES HtM P'ROU AL!L OTHER . MEN, ,01t ALL OTHER MEN ARE SIN-
NEltS AND ARE TAI N'T'.ED ,WITH THE CORRUPTION OF. ADAMe 
THE SfNLESSNES8 OF CHRIST IS ATTESTED IN ANOTHER PAS-
SAGE OF' THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWSe IN CHe 4, 15 WEREADI 
;, ' , 1 y ., V t ' / tf\ -
00 t""f '="r\Of-E-V o<el\. C.G-f €-rJ< f'-"1 dUVo(j<-E-Vb \/ (JUf-TIP(, C7kf (/"oll 
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.- , Fl I C - / (' \ / 
.To<.<> q<Q'"'1:;1EV<:-(ol(S.,.,,..,f-WVJ "7TE-'11Glfo<V/A<.=VOV o~ t<,,(,T< Trol.VT,<. 
) / 'V. \ C / 
1<(;1(~ o;-to< 0T41-ro< l\~<.s 1'"'PT<~s-("Fo11 w1 DO NOT NA VE A "' IN 
P!ll,f EST WHO .IS NOT A 8LI TO HA VE COMPASSION ATE ,EELI NI trOR 
OUR WEAKNESSES, OUT VI AS· TEMPTED IN ALL RESP 1-CTS LI ICE A 9 WE 
ARE, YltTHOUT S1M'1 ,.) WE S•tALL CON'llOER THE LAST PART OF 
' / 
THIS PASSAGE FIRST. ON K,<,-p< Tlo(YT°'- SEE Tt£ COUMENTS ON 
/ ) C / 
CH• 2 t f 7 ( P • I 6 FF• ) . I\,:;( f3 0/H>l OT4tr.t: - "I N .L f ICE UA NN ER"• 
' JESUS \'IAS TEMPTED "IN ALL THINQS, IN ALL RESPECTS" ·( KolT-< 
/ ) c I 
,r...::.v,-<.) "• N LI ICE MANNER" ( 1(,<_l) op.0<61.tt"To<. ) TO us, . SUT IN 
X \ C / H I S C A SE I T W A S W(H 5 o<;<-,<f'f ( ~ , " WI T!'f OU T 8 I N n • 
SOME COMMENTATORS TRY TO READ INTO THE EXPRESSION, 
11 ~1THOur SIN", THE IDEA THAT IT WAS POSSIBLE FOR JESUS TO 
SIN, BUT THAT S,~EN WHEN SUBJECTED TO TEMPTATION HE OVERCAUE 
ANO REIJAINEO \VJTHOUT SIN. SucH A NOTION, HOWEVER, 18 NOT 
COMPATIBLE WITH THE TEACHING OF HOLY ~CRIPTURE• CHRIST'S 
HUMAN NATURE WAS RECEIVED tNTO THE Ac:'~os, AND TH EREl'ORE WE 
MUST DENY THAT I It HI U TH ERE WI AS !YEN THE POS SI Bf I. I TY OF 
St NNI NQ• (CV • J N • 8, 46 I J P !T • I , I 9 • ) 
BUT IF TH AT WAS THE CASE, WERE THE TEMP1'ATI O NS TH AT 
JESUS ENDURED, .!!.!.!J;. TEMPTATIONS? YES, THEY , WERE• THAT IS 
ONE OF THE UAtN POtNTS WHICH - THE AUTHOR WISHES TO BRIN.fa OUT 
.> ' .,1 , X , , r / 
IN TH IS VERSE. H~ SAYS: OU ~oce ~K..Of-E:-'11 o(f lE-f E-o(M dVVe<;«~vov 
"- - .:, L!1 / (; - ( (f'Uf-1',c_t:1~<.T()(t To<lS o(<fC7E-\/E-lollS 4lf-WV - "FOR '.YE DO NOT 
HAVE A HIGH PRIEST WHO 18 NOT A8LE TO HAVE COUPASSIOHATE 
FEELING FOR OUR WEAl<NE8SIS 11 e) .~UfA-rrol84cro<.t.- 11TO HAYE 9Ylf-
, / 
PATHY, COMPASSIONATE l'EELING"I 'To<'.LS ol<rl'.9E:v~(.:<.tS-"WEAICNE'SSESt 
... 
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INF1ltM1T1ES 11 t HERE ESPECIALLY DENOTES WEA.KNESS IN RISTRA(N-
INQ THE PROCLIVITY TO SIN.21 WITH THESE WORDS THE AUTHOR 
TELLS US THAT WE DO . NOT HAVE A HIGH PRIEST WHO IS UNAILE TO 
HAVE C uMPASSI O ftA TE F EEL.l: NQ . ,o R OUR WIAIC N 118E s; · E 9 PEC t ALLY 
OUR WEAKNESS IN l<EEPINP OllltSELYES FROM FALLING INTO SIN. 
Now ,.HE C(UESTION 1~, IF Jc:aus DID NOT ENDURE REAL Tlll~TA-
TIONS, 
. 
IF HIS WERE ONLY SHAY TEMPTATIONS• HOW COULD HE . HAVE 
COMPA8Sf ONATE t'EELI NG FOR OUR WEAICNESS UI THE FACE OF SI ff 
AND TEMPTATION? THE AUTHOR'S POINT IS ONLV TOO CLEARt 
·JESUS, OUR HtQH 'RIEST, HAS A COMPASSIONATE rE!LING FOR OUR 
WltAICNESSES BEC·AUS! HE EN DUR ED THE SAME TEMP1'ATIONS WE MUST 
FACEe f T I S HOPELESS T O ARGUE TH AT J E 9 US O I D NOT ENO UR E 
REAL TEM PTATIONS BECAUSE IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE FOR HI M TO SIN. 
SUOH ~ LINE OF REASONINQ ONLY CONTRADICTS . WHAT ' Tt:tE EPISTLE 
TO THE HEBRE\1S AND ALL SCRIPTl.fiE HAVE T0 ' 8AY ON THE sue-
THIS SAME POINT 18 BROUGHT OUT av THE AUTHOR IN CH. 2, 
'.) c./ ' i , ' . / r / -
18: EV c.p <fo<.f 1fe-ilov8t:-v o<.uros 7TE:lpo<.cree:cs1 dVV~T..<t "Tt,C5 71<=<e&>< -
7op..tvOlS (do-<1 /:),Zja-o<( ("FoR IN THAT HE HIMSELF' su,FERED 
., ~/ 
BEING TEMPTED, HE 19 ABLE TO HELP THOSE 'FHAT ARE
0
TEMPTED"e} Ev t..tJ 
"IN THAT 1 SINCE''I t3 0 "1 {) A-f (J ~ l - H A S T Ni 8 A SI C MEAN I N Q OF 
"RUN TO THE CRY OF (THOSE IN DANiEA)", AND ,ao .. THAT IS DE-
RI YEO THE MEANING, "TO HELP, SUCCOR, IRING Al D''• WHAT THE 
AUTHOR TELLS US HERE IS SIMPLY THl8J SINCE JESUS HtUSEL, 
.> F\ / 21. c,-. Tl;IAVER, .2!.• !.!.!.•, ,. so, Q((Tc:;;,eveca<. 
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SUFFERED BEi NG TEMPTED, HE IS ABLE TO IRt NI AID TO us, \WHO 
/ 
AllE IN A CONTINUAL STATE ( 71etpo<fioJ-lGV0S ) OF BEi ltQ TEUP• 
TEO. AQAI N THE EM$>HA'Sts IS ON THE FACT THAT Je:sus END !JRED 
Rt:AL TE ~.,PTATIOHs. THAT ts \YlfV HE IS so A8LV SUITtD TO Cl VE 
He: L? TO US I Ii OUR T W PT AT I U tJS • 
MEAL TEd!PTATION FOR OUR BAKE, BUT HE DID 
(cH. 4, 15). HE a9CAM£ OUR BROTHER (CH. 
2, 17) "IN ALL ' THINGS", EVEN ENOURINO TEMPTATIONS SUCH AS 
OURS, 80T THROUGH IT ALL HE WAS WITHOUT SIN• AND THAT IS 
ONE TH IN~ THAT SETS , H1u . APART ,aot.t ALL 0Tt£ R UEN, EVEN 
TH OU Q H HE. \"/ A S A TR U E MA N H I M SE LP --- HE I S .AB 8 0 LU T EL Y SI N-
LES s. 
IN HOM• 5, 12, WE ARE TOLUI 11 YIHEREFORE1 AS BY ONE IUN 
SIN EN~ERED INTO THE \:/ORL.Dt ANO DEAtH av SI NI AND so DEATH 
P,;ASSED UPON ALL MEN1 ,..OR rNAT ALL HAVE SINNED"• THIS MEANS 
THAT UEN DIE BECAUSE Of' THEIR St NFULNE8Se S'tN IS THE CAUSE 
OF DEATH. THE VtRITER OF' THE EPISTLE TO 'rHE HEBREWS RE'E"S 
TO TH IS TERRIBLE TRUTH IN CH• 2, 14-15, WHERE HE OALLS AT• 
TENTtoN·.-To THE VAOT THAT JESUS, THROUGH Hts OWII Of;ATHt DE-
LIVEREO "THEM, WHO THROUCH ,.EAR OF DEATH WERE ALL THEIR 
LIFETIUE SUBJECTED TO 801'DAGC"• 
DEATH COMES To· MEN AS A RSSULT o, THEIR S·I NS. BuT IN 
THE CASE OF' JESUS .THIS DID NOT HOLD TRUE• HE WA.9 SINLESS• 
FREE FROM THE TAINT CF BOTH ORIGINAL SIN AND AOTUAL S,IN, AND 
THEREFORE HI S HUMAN NATURE WAS I :.tMORT u ;. HE WAS NOT SU6JEOT 
TO DEATH 9ECAUS E o, TH I ABSENCE, OF SIN ,aou lit S HUMNf NATURE. 
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THE IUUORTALITY OF CHRIST'S HUMAN NATURE WAS CERTAINLY IN 
THE MINO OF THE \'/RITER OF HEBREWS WHEN HE WROTE THE FOLLO W-
<.(' r' ' " , ' > ' ., -ING (OH. 7, 24.25)a OOE: dto{-rof'-~VG(V&/(UTo:11 <:-(S" ,ov o<.tw\/-<. ... 
/ 
(
11 8UT HE, BECAUSE HE ABIDES UNTO ETERNITY•••")• AIIDI 7Ju(VTOTE-
-p- , , .) X ,, c:: , , -
'1(.,l) \/ GlS -ro E-v'-rv~ o(.Vf:(.V UTJ<=-(' o(U,wV-("HE EVERMORE LIVES, 
TO MA KE I NTERCESSI ON F'OR THE M"•) THAT THE AUTHOR HERE RE• 
FERS TO THE ETERNAL CHARACTER OF CHRIST'S DIV tNE NATURE IS, 
OF CO UR SE, OBVIOUSe AT THE SA ME Tl UE l :T CANNOT 8E DEN IEO 
THAT THE IMMORTALITY, 0, HIS HUUAN NATURE 18 ALSO COVERED BY 
T HE SE WO R OS • I N TH IS S EC TI ON ( C H • 7, I 3-2 8 ) T HE A UT H OR 18 
SPEAK I NQ OF' JESUS AS OUR Ht QH PRIEST, ANO WHEN HE SPE AK8 OF' 
, 
JESUS AS 11 ABI DI NG UNTO ETERNITY" (Y. 24) ANO " LIVI N Q EVER-
rAOO £" (v. 25), HE IS SAYING THESETHINGSOF' H1M AS O!JR Ji!..:.!!. 
PRIESTe BUT CHRIST'S HIQH-PRIESTLY- Or:"FICE IS INSEPARABLY 
BOUND UP \YITH HIS H.U MA N NATURE, AND THl::REl'~RE THE STATE MENTS, 
"HE ABIDES UNTO ETERNITY", ANO ~~E EV~RM~E LIVES", CANNOT BE 
FULLY UNOF.PSTOOD WITHOUT TAKI NC INTO ACC~UNT THE I MMORTALITY 
OF hlS KUMAN NATUREe f.URTHER YORE, IT MUST BE REMEMBERED THAT 
"JESUS n ( V • 22 ) I S THE NAU E G I VEN TO A HUM AN B ~ I HQ , MT• I t 
21.251 LK. 2, 21. 
IN REQARD TO THE DEATH OF' JESUS WE MUST ALWAYS RE~tEU8ER 
TH AT HE DIED OF HIS O\YN WI LL AND POW ER AS THE SAVt OR OF U EN. 
HE DID NOT DIE O'ti ACCOUNT OF HIS O WN SIN (HE WAS SINLESt), 
BUT ON ACCOUNT OF t MPUTED SIN. (CHRl8TUS MORTUUS EST PROPTER 
PEOCATUl,t 1 1.tPUTATUM•) HE I.A ID DOWN HIS LIF'E OF Hts O\'lt.l FREE 
WILL (JN. 10, 18) IN ORDER THAT THROUGH HIS DEATH ALL MEN 
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r.at,liT H.AVE ETERNAL LIVE. TH1s· rACT LIE& BEHIND EVERY 
STATEMENT THAT THE AUTHOR o, HE&REWS 11AkE8 CONCEUU.NQ JESUS t 
DEATH. HE ALVJAYS SPE AICS o, JESUS AS DYi NQ NOT BECAUSE Of' 
SOME NECESSITY Ori HIS OVI N PART, BUT PURELY 8EOAUSE HE DE-
SfR ED1 THROUGH H1s OWN DEATH, TO QAIN IALVATI ON P'OR H1s 
1teRETHREN " • (CF. CH. 2, 14a 9, 26-281 9, 12.:.11s, 13, 12.) 
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CHAPTER T\J.Oa THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS ASCRIBES IUPERSO-
NALITV TO . CHRIST'S HUMAN ' NATUREe 
IN RECENT TIUES RATIONALIBTI O THEOLOGY HAS DEPMTED 
P'ROU THE SCRIPTUIUL DOCTRINE o, THE TWO NATURES o, CHRIST 
AND HAS SUBSTITUTED A TIACHI NG THAT MAKES OF JESUS MOTNI NC 
tJORE THAN A MERE MAN, IN WHOM Goo REVEALED HIMSELF UORE 
FULLY THAN He: DOES IN OTHER IIENe ACCORDING TO THIS VIEW 
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN JESUS AND ALL OTHER MEN IS ONLY ONI 
OF DEGREE, NOT OF' liCI NO• 
THIS PERVERSION Of SCRIPTURAL TRUTH HAS BEEN BROUGHT 
ABOUT TO A CERT~IN EXTENT BY THE l'AILURE or RATIONALISTIC 
THEOLOCIANS TO ACCEPT THE BIBLICAL TEACH I re THAT CHRIST'S 
H U ru N N AT UR E L AC KI: D PE R SON A LI T Y, I • E • , TH AT I T ... .I N OT 
FORM A DISTINCT PERSON IN ITSELF. JESJS 01 D NOT CONSIST 
OF T\'/0 PERSONS, ONE DI VINE ANO THE OTHER HUUAt.1 9 RUT 0, ONE 
INDIVISIBLE PERSON IN WHOM WERE UNITED THE Ol'Ji HE NATURE 
AND THE HUMAN NATUREe 
THIS TRUTH, NAME LY, THAT THE HUMAN NATURE OF CHRIIT 
LACKED A PERSONALITY OF ITS OWN, BECOMES CLEAR \WHEN THE 
SCRIPTURAL PAS8AQES OE9CRIB1 NG THE INCARNATION ARE STUDIED. 
ALL OF THE SE PASSAGES E XPL I Cl TLY TEACH THAT THE SON 0,. Goo 
DID NOT ASSUME A HUMAN PERSON IN HIS INCARNATION, BUT ONLV 
HUMAN NATUREe THE NUMAN NATURE WAS RECEIVED INTO THE PER• 
SON o, THE .\!~os. THAT THIS WAS THE CASE II EVIDENT IN 
-:, ' > I ' (' / 
sucH A PASSAGE AS H1.s. · 2, 141 E-nG, ovv To< 71o<.t~<c:<. i<<EJ<.ol-
1 e/ \ I \ > / \ / 
vwv41<<::V <7(<.f(l(.ToS t<<.<. CTo<.fkOS) I~.(.( o{UTVS 7fo(('IC7'A4J<rtw5 
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I Y, - > -f-~•E<f,{=-" nvv oW,wV-("S1 NCI THEN THE CHI LOREN ARE SHARERS 
OF FLESH AND BLOOD, HE 
PART OF THE SAME •••• "I 
HIMSELF ALSO IN THE SAME WAY TOOIC 
/ ' 'c"' 
TtiE EXPRESSION, <1"o<f~ Ko(<. o<t..ftP< 
DESIGNATES HUMAN NATURE BY POINTINQ TO THE LI YI NQ HUMAN 
BODY t CO UPOUHOED OF FLESH AND BLOOD• IT USUALLY CARRIES 
WITH IT THE • IOEA Qt FEEBLENESS (CPe EPH• 6, 12, WHERE · ST• 
PAUL CONTRASTS THE WEAKNESS C1F UEN WITH THE SUPERNATllt AL 
STRENGTH OF THE POWERS OF' DARKNESS), OR WEAKNESS OF UNOIR·-
STANOI NG9 ESPECIALLY IN REGARD TO OIVI NE TMl,,GS (OP• GAL• 
f, 161 MT. 16, 17.).22 IN THIS VERSE, THEN, THE AUTHOR OF 
HEBREWS TELLS us THAT JESUS, THE GLORIOUS SON o, Goo (cH. 
l),BECAME A PARTAKER OF FLESH ANO BLOOD (HUU/.N t NATURE) TO-
G ET H £ R Wt TH /IL L O THE R U EH • 
Nov, IY ts TO BE NOTEO THAT TttE WRITER OF THE EPISTLE 
TO THE HEBREWS DOES ·NOT SAY THAT CHRIST A8SUUEO A HUMAN 
PE&SONe HE DOES STATE, HOWEVER, THAT CHRIST ASSUMED HUUAN 
N,\T i !f.f.e THE ETERNAL SoN OF Goo TOOK UNTO HIMSEL, HUUAN 
FLE .;a ANO BL OOle HE, THE A.bqo S , RECEIVED TH 19 HU MAN tu-
22e IN THE FIR ST CHAPTER OF GALATI ANS ST. PAUL EUPHA-
SIZ-EI THE POINT THAT HE RECEIVED THE GOSPEL NOT FROM MEN, 
BUT BY THE REVELATION OF· JESUS CHRISTe fN THE 16TH VERSE 
HE POltlTS OUT THAT AFTER HIS CONY ERSI ON HE DI O NOT CONFER 
WITH "FLESH AND BLOOD" (THE OTHER APOSTLES), THUS IMPLYING 
THE FALLIBILITY OF HUMAN NATURE IN REGARD TO DIYI NE THINOSe 
IN MT. 16, 17 JESUS TELLS· PETER THAT HIS GLORIOUS CONFESS-
ION OF CHRIST ~jAS NOT REVEALED TO HIM BY MEN ("P'LESH AND 
BLOOD"), BUT BY THE FATHER IN HEAVEN• THUS JESUS ALSO IM-
PLIES THE WEAKNESS OF HUUAN UNDERSTANDING IN DIVINE MAT-
TER Se 
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TUltl INTO Hts OYIN DIVINE PERSON. AcCGROINQLY WE SAY THAT 
CHRIST'S HUUAN NATURE HAS NO PERSONALITY (1f ITS OWN («V-
U1TO<f1"o(d"(e<.. ), eUT THAT tT aua11 &Ts t • TN&: ~o'(\'os (GVU71o -
I 
<(,Y-o( (/to( ) • 
BUT THtB VERY ,-AcT· MAKES TM! HUMAI NATURE o, CHRIST 
DIFFERENT F~,.O._ THE NATURE OF ALL OTHER UEN 9 EVEN THOUGH IT 
\'/AS A TRUE HUMAN NATURE. "QUOT HUMANA&: NATURAE 9 TOT PER-
SONAE HUUANAE" IS PERFECTLY TRUE WHEN AP PLIF.O TO ALL OTliER 
MEr•, BECAUSE Af.lON$3 MEN THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A HUMAN 
NATURE WITHOUT A PERSONALITY OF ITS OWN; BUT TH IS AXIOM 
CANfJOT 8E APPLIED TO CHRIST BECAUSE Hts HUUAN NATURE WA'S 
RECEI YEO I NT O THE DI YI NE PERSON OF' THE ~ o"~o <; • 
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SUMMARY OF THE SECOND PART 
ALTH OU QH TH£ Ell I BTLE TO THE HEIREW 8 A SO Rt BE g A TAUi 
HUMAN NATURE TO CHRIST, tT' ALSO ASCII 8£S To· ·Hu HUI.UN 
NATURE: CERTAIN PECULIARITIES THAT ARE NOT l''OUND IN OTHER 
HU fJA N 8 Et NG s. TH EV AR El 
1·. SINLESSNESS, CHe 7, 26e27S 2 1 181 4• 15 
2. IMMORTALITY• CHe 7• 24.25 
3. IUPERS0NALtTV 1 OHe 2, 14 
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